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not enough in it to make it any induce
ment.
"They say they are not obliged tc
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make milk; they can live by cutting
down expenses, planting a few vege
on practical agricultural topic*· tables, sell off their hay, keep one con
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Breeder of Jerseys.

Mr. S. M. King of Paris is exhibiting
his liuc herd of Jerseys at the fairs of
this state. Mr. King has more thao a
Surgeon Dentist,
state reputation as a breeder of Jersey
MAINE.
éot rU PARIS,
cattle, lie is a firm believer of the
warranted.
merits of the Jerseys and has been very
Ai: my test work
successful in raising some of the best
dairy herds in the state. lie is sure to
U. p. JONES,
get his full share of the premiums from
the state fairs where he exhibits his catDentist,
tle this fall. We are pleased to learn
Maine.
Norway,
that he will have his herd at our county
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to
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fair this year, for they will add much to
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the cattle show. Here is what they say
about him at the state fair at Bangor:
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Jerseys, owned by the veteran breeder
Collections a Specialty. and exhibitor, 8. M. King of South
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Paris. Mr. King has 17 head here, headed by his five-year-old bull, Kingleside
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Golden, 60335, from which be has been
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breeding for several years, and with but
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one exception all the animals in the lot
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Ellery
under four years of age are the get of
A Ml ton S. Uerrtck.
this bull. Kingleside Golden was by
Victoria's Golden Lad 56293, dam PerS. HARLOW,
dita Gay 12D-KS1, and has 43 3 4 per cent
of the blood of Golden Lad. Then there
Attorney at Law,
is a particularly fine two-year-old bull of
MAINE.
lHM'IELD,
bis own breeding, called Ilansa's Golden
by Kingleside Golden, dam Ilansa's Mari11' RIGHT Λ WHEELER,
gold. There are two heifers in each
class from calves up and four mature
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, cows. One of the cows, Lewiston
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
Belle 174220, has given 32 pounds of
Alton C. Wheeler.
milk in a day that tested at creamery
Jatr» * S Wright.
U 7-10 per cent. She has two fiue heifers
in the lot by Kingleside Golden. AnJ. H.
other cow is Pedro Maixme 174117, by
Peter Cooper Pedro 53024, a bull that
CIML ENUINEER5 AND SURVEYORS.
sold for llSOO, and whose sire cost
Ii!>cn Street, South Parts, Maine.
$10,000. Mr. King has been breeding
Maps and Plans made to order.
and showing Jerseys for twenty years
f the tlmberlands and pocket maps of
M
and thinks this is the most valuable lot
nt .· for sale.
•ate
of stuff he has ever shown. It is a matl .Ml liorâ of the Atlas of Maine.)
ter that reflects much credit on him as a
breeder that with the exception of the
bull and two females, all are of his own
breeding. For a number of seasons past
Mr. King has shown his herd in Maine,
Me.
New Hampshire and Massachusetts."
14 Main St.,
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STUART & CO.,

C. Leavitt Co.,

Win.

Norway,

Hardware, Stoves,
and Ranges.
All Kinds of

Pipe Repairing,

Lead

and Iron.

Telephone 1.14-11.

j. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIC BLOCK,

NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.
HOLLISTER'3

Mountain Tea

ft!j:ky

Nuggets

A Busy Msdioins for Busy Feopl·.
Brlnje Ooldea Health and Renewed Vigor.

A x'iooiflo for Constipation, Indigestion. Live
Uuiti y Trouble*. Pimples. Eczema, Impure
! Rt ! Breath. Slii£g>sh Bowels, Heudach··
:>
Mountain Tea in tot,·
U.ickui ho. It's
Genuine made by
rm, 85 eeuts α box.
Il t.MSTM» Dk:-o Company, Madison. Wis.

Rooky

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

BETWEEK POKTUXD

ΑΛΟ UOSTOM

$1.00.

Faro

"Governor Cobb" and
Franklin
"(•overnor Dingley" leave
Wharf, Portland, week days at 7 P. m.,
due Boston about
Sundays at 8 P. m
l> v. m„ following day.
Returning, leave
ladia Wharf, Boston, at 7 P. M., week
days and Sundays.

Steamships

Through tickets

on

railroad stations.

sale at

principal

rates as low as other lines.

Freight

All cargo, except Live Stock, is insured against tire and marine risk.
J. F. LI SCO Μ Β, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

Slab Wood,

Edgings,
Stove Wood and

Coal at
A, W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

Nasal

CATARRH

In all Its staces there
i!d be deauimem

Ely's Cream Balm

heal·
the dueled membrane.
It cure» catarrh and drive*
tway a cold ία the head

« cui -es, soothes and

Cream Balm is

placed Into the noetrtls, spreads

over the membrane and Is absorbed. Belief Is im&·
and a cure follows. It Is sot drying—does
η : ; reduce sneealng. Large Sim, SO eents at DrogKiV.sorby mail; Trial Siae, 10 cents by mail.
£LY BKûïlLBRS, M Wanes Street, New York.
..
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The best of
No old
this bne. Job-

oak woodwork for closets.
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Call and
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charge for team.
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L. AC. Longloy,

Norway,

Maine.

Specialist

Specialist

For

sixteen years I have itte<t glasses to defective eves anil nothing else—that makes me a
specialist. If your eyes trouble you In any way,
*n<t If you want
expert advloe In regard to the
»aine, conie to the man who Is a specialist, who
'lue» one thing
only. So charge for eye examinations

or

consultation.

OR. PARMENTER
Kye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 18-4.

We Do all Kindt of....
JOB PRINTING.

Dairy Products Higher.
It has long been very evident to this
anpaper, and we have not been slow to
nounce it, that dairy products of all
kinds must advance if Maine dairy men
A Kennebec
are to continue to prosper.
valley dairyman who has been selling
butter for 25 cents a pound advances to
30 cents to all the year round customers
September 1st. Others who have been
selling for 28 cents will raise the price to
32, and so it goes. The fact remains
that first class, sanitary, merchantable
milk cannot be produced and sold at the
old prices. The public will not accept
of a poorer quality, hence the inevitable
is higher prices.
W. A. Hunter, clerk of the Boston cooperative milk producers company, who
has just returned from an extensive
tour of the farmiug lands throughout
Massachusetts, is of opinion that if present conditions continue milk will be advanced to nine cents a quart this coming
winter.
"The reasons why," said Mr. Hunt,
"I will try to explain. In the first place
milk has never been rated up where it
belongs when compared with other foot!
products. A man will ungrudgingly
for beef
pay from 25 to 30 cents a pound
steak and will even stand an advance of
2 or 3 cents over that, but when called
upon to pay a cent or two a quart more
for milk he thinks it outrageous. We
are given to understand by those whose
authority canuot be disputed, that one
quart of milk is equivalent to threequarters of a pound of beefsteak, yet
milk is retailing at S cents a quart while
three-quarters of a pound of the poorest
kind of steak costs 15 cents. Because of
this lack of appreciation of milk as a
food product, the price has not advanced
in proportion to the cost of production,
and because of the little or no profit to
be secured, the producers have been
dropping out.
"Other large cities in the various
states have been gradually cutting into
the sections whero Boston gets its supply, thereby seriously diminishing the
output. We must take into consideration that while the output is diminishing, the demand is increasing, and to
satisfy that demand the contractors have
pushed back into the butter sections until they have about reached the limit.
Because of the fact that butter has advanced sharply they have to pay much
more to get it away from the creameries,
and add to that the extra cost of freight
on the long hauls, they are going to be
compelled

Cord Wood,

qwckiy.
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get higher prices.

"Wbei has anyone known of butter
being put into cold storage at Chicago
at 27 cents a pound, as has been the case
this summer? Any dealer knows that
such storage now at that price means 35
cents when it is taken out, or some one
must staud the loss.
"These facts are enough to convince
anyone of the inevitable, but there are
three more distinct features that are
cutting the foundation right out from
under the milk producers, and it is putting Boston right up against paying
more or going without, and Boston can
rest assured that it is not the farmer
that is worrying. He cannot be compelled to make milk if he doesn't choose
to, and certainly not at a loss.
"The first feature is the feed problem.
Hay has gone up to §20 a ton, and we
had an extra fine crop last summer. It
out and outside cities
was all cleaned
were consuming the new hay almost as
cut. This certainly
was
soon as it
means that hay will reach a higher level
next winter.
"Now comes the grain question. Last
summer there was a drop in prices in
June and July, but this summer prices
have soared right up higher than they
were last winter and government reports
show a smaller yield than last year.
The man who produces milk must feed
grain liberally, because Boston must
have good, rich milk, and Massachusetts
must have a foolish dual standard, that
it is hardly possible for the average cow
to reach, and we must always have misguided ones in our legislatures who prevent honest legislation in regard to correcting rank evils of this kind.
The second serious feature is the help
Farmers absolutely cannot
question.
of
get help to milk the cows and because
this fact some of the large producers
have sold off their herds and others tell
There
me that they are going to do so.
seems to be no remedy for this, and now
comes the last and most important condition, the board of health's campaign
for pure milk.
"I wish to be distinctly understood in
this matter. I believe it is every man's
duty who produces milk for the market
to produce a good, clean, healthy article
and insist on a fair return for his capital
and labor invested. I have traveled far
and wide among the producers and I do
not believe all the milk that comes into
Boston is in the rotten condition that is

? The KING of f
DIAMONDS.

them.

"Statistics show that New York alone
has 12,000 abandoned farms and an
alleged decrease in agricultural population of 40 per cent in the last 30 years.
This is nut because young men want to
Ko to the city for amusement, or the
competition of the west. The installation of modern conveniences, such as
the telephone and rural free delivery,
will not check it. The reason the young
people are leaving the farms is purely an
economic one.
"On the rverage the country over, the
farm laborer's productive power is oneIn some southfifth of the mechanic's
ern states it is only one-seventh.
Only
in Iowa, which shows a production of
S10SS for every worker on the farm, is
the capacity of the agriculturist equal to
the mechanic. You may say that this
may be corrected by intensified farming
—that is to say, cultivate more acres
and make each produce more through
the sale of butter and milk and so forth,
but bow can this be done when the
product when sold will not pay the
labor to produce it? The only answer is
higher prices; they are bound to come.
—Turf, Farm and Home.
Northern Vermont Farm Notes.
We are having rather cool weather at
present, most too cool for any rapid maturing of the corn crop, which is bo desirable. After the late, backward season, a favorable autumn is most desirable, but perhaps we shall get it further
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Author of "Wings of the Morning," "The Pilltr of
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"If yon please." said Philip. "I would
l>e very greatly obliged were my name
not mentioned at all with reference to
thh affair."
The policeman, whose senses were

normal again, was Instantly Impressed
by the boy's grand manner. His accent was thi*t of the men of the University mission. And how many boy·
of his age would have struck so

movements.

Reallzlug that discovery was imminent, he was effecting a strategic
movement to the rear.
The policeman Instantly abandoned
his cautious tactice. He ran toward
the door of the house whence the

•tralghl and truly at

It resisted somewhat,
eound came.
but yielded to his shoulder. He disappeared Inside. Philip, after closing his
own door, also ran to the new center
of interest, shielding the candle with
one hand lest it should blow out.
Quick as he was. he missed the flret

!

Eggs

are

now

bringing good prices

An

Explanation Wanted.

Id your paper of Aug. 17 I saw an
article on Care of Manure, advising the
use of manure fresh from the stables,
spread on the ground daily or weekly.
I am not a farmer, therefore there is a
lot about farming I do not know; but I
live in a farming district and although I
have a number of times seen this advice
to farmers, I have never seen it
ollowed, and cannot see the wisdom or
even the possibility of doing it, and
would like to have the matter made clear.
Firstly, tbe manure I have seen taken
directly from the stable is mostly straw.
If this were spread thinly on the ground,
and then was rained on once or twice
and then bad a little sun aDd a little
wind it would be about as hard to plow
under as a lot of feathers and would
seem about as useful as a fertilizer; and
to compare this to tbe short, black,
strong-smelling stuff the farmer draws
out of his barn yard in the spring seems
absurd.
Secondly, where is tbe farmer going to
spread this manure which is hauled out
every day? In this region the farmer
has all his fields in use most of the time.
If he grows wheat, oats, potatoes, corn
and hay, and pastures some cows ho will
have every field in use most of the
spring and summer and how under the
sun is be to haul out manure and spread
it in winter say with two feet of snow
on the ground, the thermometer at zero
and the wind 40 miles an hour?
This matter has puzzled me for a long
while, and if some better informed person will explain he will do a favor to at
least one reader.—Walter Peirson in
New England Farmer.
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Crowding too many pigs together has
much the same effect as crowding the
chickens in too small a space. Professor

and troitaers.

"By Jove, loy, you

are a

brick," he

said, and his voice was under control

again.
Philip

Ills
ered not a word.
eye» were g!: ed »>n the prostrate form
of Jocky. Y le pcHcemau understood
his foal" and l.it.g'ie»!.
"Don't j ou worry atout Jiim. He'll
I would have
do η s!retch nil r'-<ht.
given him a harder o::e than that If I
ansv

got a swing at him."
His word : were quickly justified.
The fallen r.nn growled unintelligibly
and moved. V.'ith a rapidity born of
much prac!ice the officer handcuffed

There must have been some
of familiarity in the touch of the
steel bracelet», for the recipient of this
delicate attention stirred uneasily.
"You knocked him silly," grinned the
policeman, "but he will get his wits
Can you
back in a mjpute or two.
bring him a drink of water? It won't
do me any harm either."
Philip hurried away to comply with
this request. Ills mind was relieved
now nnd with the backward swing of
the mental pendulum camo the reflection that the least said of bis connection with the case the better.
He filled a small tin cup at the scullery tap and ran with It to the scene of
the capture. The constable was gently shaking his prize and addressing
him.

sense

him by naine.
phase of a Homeric combat. The violent Jocky, foiled by an unnoticed
iron bar In his attempt to escape, turned like a madman on thw policeman.
There was no sort of parley between
them. Cursing the luck that had revealed his hiding place, the man, an
ex-convict, with the frame of a giant,
sprang at his pursuer suddenly from

inner room.
The policeman had a second's warning. It was something, but not enough
to give him an advantage. Ile got his
truncheon out, but simultaneously his
assailant ^ks on him with a ferocity
of a catamount. They closed In bone
an

breaking endeavor, and before they
locked together for teu fearful

were

seconds the officer of the law bitterly

professional pride which
regretted
sent him single hauded into this unthe

equal strife.

For he was physically outclassed, and
be knew It, and there. Is no more unnerving knowledge oan come to a man
In such a supreme momeut Nevertheless he was a brave man, and he fought
with all the resolution that Is born of
tied up
th«» consciousness of Justice and moral
They cannot cool their milk down to 50
An onnce of good management is right. But Providence is on the side
or fonr miles to
three
it
cart
and
degrees
worth more than all the fassing, cod- of big battalions, and Jocky was taller,
the station and have it at that temperaand dragging ever done, or that Leavier, very much more active. Moreture when it reaches the car without dling
be done.
over, liberty Is as potent an incentive
in ice, and they claim there is can

yourThis way for the Old

Bailey!"

There are a few yet, at date of writing, Aug. 21, that are not through with
haying, but this is always so; however
favorable the Reason, some will always
be late. Such ones should read Mr.
Parks's article in the Farmer of Aug. 17,
which might give them some ideas
worth remembering and putting in practice.
It was indeed a most singular hay season and farmers had much trouble in
securing the crop in season and in best
condition. The yield has varied greatly
even in the same neighborhood, so that
it is difficult determining with any certainty what the real average would be.
This is quite unusual and may be the
result of various conditions.
Occasionally a farmer reports more
thau last year while perhaps his neighbor will have considerably less. Last
winter was very severe on meadows.
On low lands there was more or less of
ice and that is very injurious to grass
while on higher lands the fields were
swept clear of snow for a large part of
the time, and this is also injurious.
Where meadows were close fed in autumn there was not sufficient covering
for the protection of the grass roots and
feebleness and a short crop was the result. The practice of fall feeding mowing fields to any extent should be avoided for best results. Then again some 11c pidiid up tlic trunrhcun ami brought
it down oh Jucky'x hard skull.
fields had been in grass too long and had
become "run out" in consequence. This as law
any day. and law was biMug
is something that should be avoided by
steadily throttled when the pale gleam
a shorter rotation of crops where praclit up the confines of
ticable. On some fields, particularly of Philip's caudle
about which the two
newly seeded and in good condition, the ruinous hovel
there should be a good second crop rneu stamped and lurched uud wrestled.
At the precise momeut of the boy's
where the first was cut early.
What to do with this is the question. entrance the policeman's knees yielded,
Should a second crop be harvested or be and ho fell, with his remorseless anfed to stock?
tagonist uppermost. Philip, gazing at
All things considered it would seem
them wild eyed, almost fell, too, for his
best to cut it in fair season, leaving
loft foot rolled on the constable's staff.
enough for a sufficient growth to start
Being fashioned of the stuff which
up for the protection of the fields during
the winter. This will leave the fields in founds empires—on the principle that
more uniform condition and there will
instant action is worth a century of
be no trampling of the yielding sward diplomacy—he picked up the tniucbeou ;
by the hoofs of animals. This second and brought it down on Jocky's hard ί
crop will make the best of hay for cows skull with such emphasis that tho conand calves. Cut and fed to cows green
vict emitted a queer sort of cough and
it will also produce excellent results.
oh top of his conquered
The grain harvest followed on close to collapsed limply
that of the bay. Barley is now being adversary.
Then the boy was horrltied. The two
grown to a considerable extent, and
makes an excellent feed for most kinds lay sa still that he imagined both were
of stock. It is excellent for poultry, dead. It is one thing to help the law,
pigs and with other grains for cows. It but quite another to kill a man. lie did
is a good crop with which to seed down not want to be a murderer as well as a
to grass. There is not perhaps quite as
millionaire, not knowing then the qualilarge a growth of straw of either barley ties which go to form these varieties of
or oats ae in some years, but if well fillare strangely alike.
ed that will be no great disadvantage. genus homo
He gazed at them as In a trance, but
There has been some complaint of oats
rusting, but this is probably not very ex- relief came when lie heard theia breathtensive.
ing stertorously. At last, after a pause
The early potatoes are of fine quality that apparently endured uuuumbored
and the later varieties appear to be do- minutes, the constable weakly rolled
ing well. Apples will be rather small in himself free from tho bulky form of
yield and in size. The well cared for his would be slayer and sat up.
gardens are good.
He inflated his lungs vigorously. Then
The yield of milk has decreased conto gasp:
siderably, notwithstanding in places the he manaired
"Tlutnk you! You've saved my llfo!"
pastures are good. In parts of the state
He pressed his ribs with both hands
it is getting to be very dry and this will
With present and gingerly felt his throat. lie stood
account for the shortage.
prices of dairy products it will pay to up. Ills lamp was still alight, but a
take good care of the cows.
quantity of oi! had run over his tunic

sometimes attributed to it; neither do I Haywood of the Pennsylvania station
believe ifc right to frighten the consumsays that half if not more of tbe outers of Boston.
They can rest assured break of disease are due to the overas
that 90 per cent of the milk is as good
crowding of young shoats. The younger
that supplied to any city in the United and weaker ones become so anresistant
States.
that finally they succumb to the germs
"Almost the first question I am asked of cholera or swine
plague, which are
when I go into town is 'What is the
always present even in healthy pigs.
board of health going to do?' My reply
is. 'They are going to insist on absolute
Qood roads are signs of an enterpriscleanliness.' A good many farms are
inof ing community, but poor roads are
operated by men from 60 to 75 years
dicative of poor teams, poor vehicles
to
be
not
care
do
age. They say they
and thoughtless farmer·.
to the extra conditions imposed.

packing

self together.

on.

and those interested in the poultry business should look well to their iiocks.
Only the best early batched pullets
should be kept and as far as can be
they should be the breeds that are good
late fall and winter layers. Then bave
good accommodations for them and by
proper care and feed these should make
excellent returns for all outlay.—E. R.
Towle in New England Farmer.

Jock}' Mason:

"Joc!:y!

[CONTI5UKD. ]
Tlit- policeman, feeling for the loose
et rap of bis truncheon, commenced α
:areful survey of the mews. He had
not gone five yards when there was a
loud crash of broken glass. The building at the other end of the yard possessed a couple of windows facing into
another inclosure at the back. Obviously the broken nosed Jocky, unseen
himself, had observed the constable's

♦♦

J. CLODE.

EDWARD

By

4+

a

crllk-al

mo·

meut?
"Well don't you see. that will be
rather difficult," was the answer. "It
was you who told me where he was,
and the mai) himself k.jows that without someltody's help I could not hare
arrested him. There is no need to
mince matters. 1 have you to thank
for not being laid here etiflT.**
Philip said 119 more. To press his request Implied a powerful motive. The
stars in their courses must have conspired that day to supply him with

excitement.
Mason eagerly gulped the water held
Then he tried to raise his
to Ms lips.
right hand to his head. Ah! lie understood. A ilo!Hl of oaths began to
meander thickly from his mouth.
"That's better." said the constable encouragingly. "Now, up you get! It's
noqse, Jocky. I won't let you kick me.
You must either go quietly or I will
drag you to the street over the stones,
und that will hurt."
The man glared dully at his captor.
With the apathy of his class, he knew
when he was beaten and became snl>missive In demeanor.
Philip, holding
his candle aloft, marveled ut his own
temerity In hitting this giant, oxlike In

size and strength.
Mason wabbled his head and craned
hie neck awkwardly.
"Oo gev me that crack on the nut?"
he asked.
"The roof dropped," was the Jocular

"Arrata, Phil, phwat in the worruld"—
"Walt Just the least bit, Mr. O'Brien.
I have some portmanteaus that I want
to «tore for the night. Do let me put
them at the back of your shop. My
place Is not very safe, you know."
"Sure. boy. that's a sbmall thing to
•x. Krlng 'em, nn* welcome."
With the speed of a deer Philip dived

He carried the two
Into the mews.
lesser bags without extraordinary difficulty and deposited them behind
O'Brien's counter. The third was almost too much for him, as the weight
was all in one hand, but he got It there,
-~
breathless with the exertion.
He had to open the fourth and tear
out the stuffing of paper. When filled
with the packages taken from the
fifth, it was beyond his power to lift
Λ. »o he dragged It bodily along the
ai»*s and luto the shop.
A pnsserby offered to help him.
"No, thanks," he managed to say,
though the effort to speak calmly took
"I am
away his remaining breath.
only taking it to the shop there."
The man glanced at the shop—it was
marine store dealer's—a place where
lead and Iron and brass found ready
..

sale. lie passed on.
"Be the forchun uv war, Phil, where
did ye get the illgant leather thrunks
an' phwat's In them?" Inquired the astonished pensioner.
The boy bravely called a smile to hi»
aid. "I have a big story to tell you
one of these days, Mr. O'Brien, but 1
have no time tonight. These things
will not be in your way until the morn-

ing?"

If things go on as
be room enough
In the poor ould shop. To think afther
all these years that a murtherln' thief
"The dlvil a bit.

they are, there'll

soon

So did Fhil
lp, shrilly, witli ready acceptance of the

policeman laughed.

cue.

"COine

along,

.lOCSy.

IVIUC

n»ui

I'll cot you η pint of coffee
the station just to show there's no
malice," said the constable.
'"The water was too strong for him."
put In Philip.
The ex-convlct began to protest, but
The
he wasted words in swearing.
"sailor" grasped him by the arm «nil

gathering.
at

marched him down the yard, saylu?
his shoulder:
"Pull that door to. I'll come back for
my coat In half an hour."
Philip followed, but in a sea of perplexity. IK· heard Mason's frantic exover

postulations

to

the

policeman—what

wae an extra stripe to the loss of uutold wealth—that youngster was richer
than Rothschild, the papers said. The
small lot he showed In the police court
were worth ffiO.OOO— and he had tons
more.

It was all of no avail. Certainly the
constuble had never beard such queer
reasons advanced for stopping un arrest, but Mason was obviously dazed
for the time—mauuderlng about the
story which everybody talked of. lie
would change his tune when he learned to whom he was indebted for his

capturo.
The boy walked behind them mechanically, shading the candle with his

hand. lie was so absorbed with his
tumultuous thoughts that the first indication he received of anything bizarre
iu his appearance was the giggling of
a ghi who saw him standing in the
arch of the mews carefully shielding

the flickering wick.
He blew it out. A clock In the small
Jeweler's shop opposite showed the
In that
time—ten minutes past 11.
part of London, a busy hive of men and
women of the working class, he had no
chance of removing his l>elougiugs before the pollcLinan returned.
What would happen If the friendly
constable believed Jocky Mason's exTrue, Philip had
cited statements?
no reason to fear the law, but with
expoeure might come other troubles.
Would any one advance a claim to his
meteor? Mr. Abingdon hinted at such
lie paid no reut for his
a tbing.
house; he might be turued out instantly—refused permission to remove unythlng except his few unsalable household goods.

was iu an awkward
Of course there was a
chance that the policeman would continue to laugh at the convict's folly.
If he did not, there would certainly be
complication. Could he avoid them by
safe
any means? Where was there a
hiding place for his diamonds until
next day? Would mother inspire him
as she had not failed to do dur-

Assuredly he

predicament.

again
ing bo many strange events? Would
her spirit guide his footsteps across

this new quicksand ou whose vergw
he hesitated?
A few doors to the left was O'Brien's
shop. The old man crept Into sight,
staggering under the weight of a shutter. (Sood gracious! Why had he not
thought »f this ally sooner? Some
precious minutes were vuStH already.

Peculiar to Itself
In selection, proportion and combination

of ingredients,
In the process by which their remedial
values are extracted and preserved.
In effectiveness, usefulness and economy.
Curing the widest range of diseases,
Doing the most good for the money.
Having the most medicinal merit,
And the greatest record of cures,—

Hood's Sarsaparilla

"Yes."
He picked out one of the letters,
opened It and made certain of bis facts
before he cried angrily:
"Then I want to hare nothing whatever to do with them.
They treuted
my mother shamefully."
Hie inspector had «harp eyes.
"What Is the date of that letter?" he

Inquired.

"Jan. 18 of this year."
"And what are those—pawn tickets?"
"Yes, some of my mother's Jewelry
Her wedding ring was
and dresses.
the last to go. Most of them are out
of date, but I Intend to—I will try to
save some of them, especially her wed-

ding ring."
Jocky Mason's romance was now dissipated into thin air. The contents of
the portmanteau, the squalid appearof the house, the date of the so
llcltor's letter, the bundle of pawn
ticket* offered conclusive evidence to
the inspector's matter of fact miud
that the ex-convict's story was the effect of a truncheon rapidly applied to
auce

brain excited by the newspaper comments on a sensational yarn about
some boy who hud found a parcel of

a

ensuing encounter.
A subscription would be made among
the officer· and men of the division,
and they would give him a silver
watch with a suitable inscription.
The Inspector noted the address given by Philip. It was on the tip of his
tongue to ask his Christian name,
when the constable suggested that they

when pinched by hunger.
The last dress she wore, her boots, a
hat, an allium with photographs, some
toilet accessories from the tiny dressing table, the coverlet of the bed on
which she died—these and kindred mementos made a very credible bulk In

the denuded portmanteau.
He gave one glance at the hole In
the back yard as he went to the coal
house for a fresh supply of coal. That
must remain. It probably would not
be seen. In any cuse It remained In-

explicable.

He was stirring the fire when a tap
sounded on the door, and the police-

entered, followed by

an

Inspector.

CHAPTER Χ.
HIS is llie boy, sir," β"'"1 tlu'
I
.policeman.
I
"OU, la that him?·'observed
the Inspector, sticking his
thumbs Into his belt and g»%ing at 1 ""·
ip with professional severity.
Philip met their scrutiny without
flinching He leaned against the wall

The

"You said that a clerk from Messrs.
Sharpe & Smith called here twice?" he
asked.

even

on

egg."

the constable.

diamonds.

man

Έ 'as one in 'is pocket a.< big as an

In the eyes.
"You had Just taken off your greatcoat when the glass cracked," be said.
Police Constable Bradley stooped to
pick up his coat. He did not wish this
portion of the night's proceedings to be
descril>ed too minutely. In moving the
garment he disturbed the packet of letters.
Instantly Philip recalled the
names of the solicitors mentioned by

in the war office"—
Philip was safe. He rapidly helped
his friend to put up the shutters and
Even yet he
rushed back to No. 8.
was not quite prepared for eventualities. He ran upstairs and gathered a
few articles belonging to his mother,
articles he never endeavored to sell

reply.

"Not It. I 'ad yer dalin, sailor. I was
yer afore ye could use yer stick. Ye
was fairly bested until somebody a h ted
me wiν α welt ou the skylight."
"Never mind, Jocky. It'll hurt you to
think just now. Come on."
But the ex-convict became sensible
of the unwonted light in the deserted
house and slowly turned his her.d un
til his glance rested 011 Philip.
"Why," he roured, with an impreca
tion, "that's the bloomin' kid '00 found
the di-monds. I weed 'im a-countiu' of
'em. White stones, the paper said, an'
hits of iron, too. A trunk full of 'em.

Philip looked the policeman squarely

<«r

»

%

1

with his hands in his pockets, one 1st
the
clinched over the pouchful of
other guarding a diamond bigger than
the Koh-l-Noor.
»I am sorry I have only one chair,

gold,^

apologetically.

gentlemen." he.said
"That's all right lad,
epector.

said the i
"The constable here tel s m·

°
that you very plucklly
capture a notorious burglar. Thernau
was hiding in this mews, and it «. m.
In th
you first saw him looking
at
your window. What were you doing

the time?"

'Tacking my portmanteau.
#
"Oh, packing your portmanteau.
"Yes. That Is It"
He stooped and nonchalantly threw
It open. Ills clothes and boots and

of the other contents were «to view. The Inspector
"Not many diamonds there, Β

some

posed

lP"No,

sir. I told you Musou was talking rubbish."
"Did he say any more about me being the boy who found the meteor?
asked Philip, with a first rate attempt

^"Wouldn't

talk of anything else," volunteered P. C. Bradley.
"Judging by the way he dropped
whan I hit him, I expect he saw stars,

™ou

inspector.

leaving l*.r· .»k«l to

I must. The company which
these premises Intends to pull
them down on the first of next month.
"What Is your name?"
"Anson."
"Ah' I think I remember hearing
something about your mother's death.
Very nice woman, I was tola. A iauy
too."
"Yes; all that and more.
"Of course. That accounts for your
Have you
manners and appearance.
"Yes

owns

found

some

friends/"

rove(] J™1?

The Inspector's glance
the serviceable portmanteau to I h lip β
tidy garments, and It was his business
to make rapid deductions.
«•Yes, most fortunately."
"Anybody connected with Sharpe m
Smith?" the constable put in.
"Sharpe & Smith? W ho are they.
"Don't you know? Their young man
certainly didn't seem to know much
about your movements. He has i*en
here twice looking for you. The first
time was—let me see-last Monday
about 4 o'clock. I was on duty In the
main road, and he asked me for some
information. We came and looked In.
but your door was locked. Tlieman
on this beat this afternoon told me
that the same clerk was making further inquiries today, so as soon as I
came on night duty I strolled Into the
mews to find out if you were at home.
That is how I hapi>ened to see you.
He turned toward the inspector.
"He was packing his bag at the moment, sir, and Mason had evidently
been scared from the window by my
footsteps in the arch."
The inspector pursed out his underllp.
"The whole thing is perfectly clear,
he said. -Boy. have you got a watch?
"No." said Philip, surprised by this
odd question.
^
"Bradley, he hasn't got a watch, obHe again adserved the Inspector.

dressed Philip.

"Where are you going tomorrow?
•Ί am not quite sure, but my address
will be known to Mrs. Wrlgley. the
street
James
laundry, Shepherds

Bash."
,
"Ah! The constable says you do not

wish to be mixed up In the arrest of
Mason. There Is no need for you to
appear In court, but-er-ln such cases
as yours the-er-pollce like to show
their—er—appréciation of >*our services. That Is so, Bradley, lsn t ltr

"Y««, sir. If It hadn't been for him,
I shouldn't be here now. Jocky bad
me fairly cornered."

"You had no time to summon assist®
γρ
"I barely heard h· was here before
the window was smashed, and I knew
he was trying to get out the other way.

In usual liquid form or In chocolated
tablets known m •arsatab·. 100 doses IL •You heard him, Auson?"

This youngster had not been favored by any such extraordinary piece of
luck. Simple chance had led him to
put the police on the track of a much
wanted scoundrel, and he had very
bravely prevented a member of the
force from being badly worsted in the

should examine the stable In which
Mason had hidden.
They went up the mews. Philip
locked his door, extinguished his candle and lay down on the mattress,
fully dressed, with his newly bought

rug for covering.

He was so utterly tired, so exhausted
physically and mentally by the sturm
und drang of this eventful day that
he was sound asleep when the two
men returned.
They saw him through the window.
"He's a âne lad," said the inspector

wonder what he Is
We might
have asked blm who his friends were,
but they are not badly off, or he
couldn't have got that bag and his new
clothes. What oa earth caused Mae«a
to connect him with that diamond

thoughtfully.

"I

going to make of himself.

story?"

"It's hard to say," observed the con
stable.
"I will look round and have a chut
with him In the morning. Poor Httli*
chap! He's slee^ng like a top now,"
The Inspector called at No. 8 Johnson's Mews soon after 10 next morn
lug, but the door was locked and the
bird flown, lie spoke to Mason after
that worthy was remanded for u week,
but a night's painful seclusion had

"A lot of ould dude belongln' to Mrs.
Anson, I'll be bouu'. Ah, well, the
Lord rest her sowl, 'tis she was the
fine woman. I wish I had some one as
cliver aa her to write for me to that
thafe of the worruld who thrled"—
As there are no eigne In the art of
literature similar to those which serve
the needs of musicians,
w&ereby
thoughts can be expressed da capo,
like a musical phrase, without risk of
wearying the reader, It must be under
stood that I'bllip had returned from

faraway Fencburch street station with

four wheeler before O'Brien exhausted the first tirade of the day against
the war office.
With a cunning that amounted to
genius, the boy placed the large, light
portmanteau aud the two small, heavy
ones on the roof of the vehicle, where
the driver did not notice the least peculiarity lu their weight.
The two large, heavy bogs be mnnaged to lift Into tbe Interior, one of
them needing all hid resources to carry
It from the shop door to the cab. Were
he not fresh and untlred be could not
have done it. As it was. the efTort was
a

splendid

a

success.

The cabmun knew little and O'Brien
less of the tremendous avoirdupois of
this Innocent looking baggage. A long
suffering horse may have had his private views,
them.

he

hut

did not

Saying goodby to the peu.-doner in
the shop, Philip took good care that

overheard his direction to tbe
driver. In atiout three-quarters of an
hour he lumbered Into Charing Cross
station without a soul in the East End
being aware of his destination.
"Where to. sir?" asked a porter who
none

the door for him.
"I only want these bags to l>e taken
to the luggage room," said Philip.
"You had bettor get some one to help
Thej are very
you with these two.
heavy. They contain specimens of Iron
ore."
The man took α pull at the solid one.

opened

"By gum," he grinned, "you're right!
That would surprise anybody who
tried to pick it up aud run away with
it."
"Hather," agreed Philip. "I am glad
to say It Is not going very far. only to
a laborator;· for analysis."
lie saw his belongings wheeled away
on a barrow before he paid the cabman
liberally. He only gave the porter sixpence. The man believed that Philip
was a clerk In charge of the minerals.
He was grateful for even so small a
sum.

Ou leaving tbe station, with the receipt for his luggago In his pocket,
Philip saw the four wheeler turning

into the Strand on its way back to
Feuchurch street. He smiled. The tie
lietween east and west was severed.
No mutter
might happen to
It, his meteor hf5 left Johnson's Mews

whu^else

forever.
It was now a few minutes past 0. but
he still had a good deal to do before
be presented himself at Isaacsteln's at
11.
It was necessary to change his sklu
once moro before tho metamorphosis
He
he contemplated was complete.
was acquainted with a lurge outfitting
emporium In Ludgate Hill which exactly suited his requirements, so he
rode thither on a 'bus.
Passing Somereet House, he recalled

he made a substantial
his return to the mews,
he lost not a moment In carrying out a
systematic search through all parts of
the house and yard for any traces of
one

of them

meal, and,

on

the meti-or which might have

escaped

his ken in the darkuess.
Amid the earth and broken stones of
the excavation there were a few fragments of ore and some atomic specimens of the diainantiferous material—
not sufficient, all told, to till the palm
of his hand, but he gathered them for
obvious reasons and then devoted Ave
vigorous minutes with O'Brien's spade
to the task of filling up the deep hole
Itself.

By lowering the flagstones and
breaking the earth beneath be soon
gave the small yard an appearance of
chaos which might certainly puzzle
people, but which would afford no pos-

sible clew to the nature of the disturbing element.
At best they might imagine that the
iread evidence of some weird crime
lay in the broken area. If so, they
could dig until they were tired. But,
Indeed, he was now guarding against a
most unlikely hypothesis. The probability was that Johnson's Mews would
soon cease to exist aud become almost as fabulous as the island of Atlantis.
Moreover, he had a project dimly
outlined In his mind which might become definite if all went well with
him that day. Then the ownership of
No. 3, Johnson's Mews, would cease
to trouble him, for I'hlllp was quite
Bure the whole power of the law would
be invoked to prevent him from dealing with his meteor if once the exact
place where It fell became publicly
known.
O'Brien's shop was scarcely open before Philip wns there with his remain-

ing portmanteau.
"Arrab, Phil, me bhoy! Where in the
name of goodnoss are ye gatberin' the
beeutlful leather tbrnnks from)" asked the pensioner.
"This is the last one," laughod the
boy. "I am off now to find a cab, and
you won't see me again until Monday."
"Falx, he's a wonderful lad entirely!"
commented the old man. "What sort
of plundher has be In the bags, at all
at all?"
In Idle curiosity he lifted the last
addition to the pile. It was normal,
eren light la weight Then be nodded
kDowlnslv.

CONTINUED.]

RELICS OF THE DEAD.
Horrible Custom of a South American
Indian Tribe.
The Ucuyall Indians, a numerous
«outil American tribe, with decided
cannibalistic tastes, Who Inhabit both
banks of one of the uppermost and
longest of the attluents of the Amazon,
have a system by which they preserve
the features of their dead, so that
friends can always Identify those that

have

gone

ground"

as

to

the

surely

as

"happy hunting
if gazing at a

photograph.
To accomplish this they cut the head
from the body, but retain the long hair.
The ghastly, bleeding trophies of a
day's battle or a night's massacre of
their enemies are

suspended by

the

long, straight black hair to the limb
of a tree.
Directly under this they
dig a hole, which they till with water,
in their primitive way causing it to
boil by placing hot stones In it. or, If
near a camp or village, an earthen pot
of boiling water is used.
The ascending hot vapor and steam
which envelop the suspended bead
outlined by the lire and shadows, like
ghosts in the darkness of a tropical
night, In the deep solitude and under
the black sha.lows of the palm forests,
accompanied by the weird antics of
the ug'.y human brutes and the shriek
of wild birds of the night or the howl
of tigers, make a scene that cannot lie
fully described to the imagination.
This steaming process has the effect
of loosening the scalp fruni the skull
or in some way of softening It that all
the bones are removed. With the \acant sack of skin drawn from the head
Intact, they next till it with hot pebbles
and sand. These are replaced by othThe process
ers \\ hen the;,· are cool.
they use has the effect of dtjlng and
shrinking the skin, but in some way.
uot clearly known, it preserves the
original features of the victim. They
are thus distorted and ghastly looking
reminders of the departed. —Loudon
Spare Moments.

A Bit of Business Betv.een α Merchant
and a Lumberman.
There used (o be an old retired merchant in Detroit who delighted in recalling his experiences when an active
man running a general store in one of

the northern cities of the lower peninsula.
"I used to reap a harvest when the
men were coming out of the woods."
he relates.
"They were not up in
styles, and ahont auy old thing would
suit them provided the color was right
and the tit even passable. IStit there
were tricksters among them, and I
had to have my wits at>out me In order to keep even with them.
"'How much is that hat?' asked α
strapping six footer who arrived from
camp one day with a poeketful of

was

In the Mile End road there are plenty of early morning restaurants. At

BE

BOTH WERE TRICKY.

Philip awoke shortly before 7.
lie was cold and stiff. The weather

body.

[TO

/

express

He vowed,
sealed the burglar's lips.
with fearful emphasis, to "get even"
with the kid who "ahted" him, for the
policeman's evidence had revealed the
truth concerning the arrest. But not
another word would Mason say about
the diamonds, and for a little while the
inspector placed his overnight revelations in the category of myths familiar
to the police in their daily deullugs
with criminuls.

chilly, ami there was no ardent
meteor lu the back yard to keep the
temperuturc of the houso at a grateful
point during the night.
But his active young frame quickly
dissipated the effects of a deep sleep
ou a drafty floor. He washed his face
and hands at the sink iu the scullery,
and his next thought was for breakfast, a proof, if proof were needed,
that he arose refreshed in mind and

gar menu ox α tramp.
"Good uiornlng," be said pleasantly.
"You are punctual, I am glad to see.
Have you been to Somerset House?"
"No," said I'billp.
"Why not? If you are going to control α big capital, you must learn business liablts or you will lose it, no matter how large It may be."
"Would Somerset House compel you
'» pay me, Mr. Isaacsteln?"
"Not exactly, but the stamping of
Important documents Is a means toward an end I assure you."
"I will see to it, but I wauted primarily to be certain of one of two
things—first, will you pay the £5,000
as promised; second, will you give me
a fresh purchase note for my diamonds
which will oot Indicate so definitely
that I am the boy concerning whom
there has been so much needless publicity during the Inst few days?"
It was of no avail for Isaacsteln to
bandy words with Philip. A boy of
fifteen who casually introduced such
a word as "primarily" Into a sentence
and gave a shrewd thrust about "needless publicity" to the person responsible for It was not to be browbeaten
even In business affairs.
woo wore tne

O'Brien'»

th"p

uxu

Philip

icarcely open before

woe

there.

[saticstein'a reumrk about getting hie
letter "stamped." He did not know
what stamping meant in α legal sense,
but be guessed that It Implied tbe affixing of u seal of some sort. There
be
was
no ueed to hurry over It,

thought.

At 11 o'clock Isaaeateln would either

keep his word about the £3,000 or endeavor to wriggle out of tbe compact.
[11 either event Pltflip had already determined to consult Mr. Abingdou.
He bad now in bis pocket about £38.
Half an hour later he was wearing α
uew tweed suit, new bat and new

boots. He had acquired a stock of
linen and underclothing, an umbrella
and an overcoat Some of these articles,
together with his discarded
clothes, were packed in two new leather portmanteaus, on which his initials
would be painted by noon, when he

would call for them.
He paid £2<J for tbe lot, and the man
who waited on biiu tried in vain to
tempt bim to spend more, l'bilip knew
exactly what he wanted. He adhered
to his programme. Ile possessed sulllclent genuine luggage and clothing to
He bad
be presentable anywhere.
enough money to maintain himself for
weeks If necessary. For tbe rest, another couple of hours would place It
beyond doubt whether be was a millionaire or not; for, If Isnacsteln failed
him, I^mlon was big enougu and
wealthy enough to quickly decide that

point

He entered the Hatton Garden otiice
the clocks struck the hour.
Some boy.·» of bis age might have experienced a malicious delight when tbe
youth on guard bounced up with a
as

smirk and a ready:
"Yeeeir. Vat les It, sir?"
Not so Philip. He simply asked for
Mr. Isancstein, but be certainly could
uot help smiling at tbe expression of
utter amazement when his Identity
dawned on b's hearer.
The "Vesslr, vll you blease vail: In,"
was

very faint, though. The oliice boy

ushered

him

upstairs

as

one

lu

u

dream, for he bud been warned to expect Philip, a Philip lu ra;*.s, not u

smart young gentleman like a bank
clerk.
Isaacsteln on this occasion looked
■nd acted the sound man of business
be really was.
He awaited Philip in his private ofbce. He'seemed to be pleased by the
change effected in the boy's outward
There wus less of burappearance.
lesque, less outrage to lib feelings, In
discussing big sums of money with u

person properly attired thuu with

one

money.
"
'Two fifty,' I replied.
"Then he informed me that he always had the crowns of his hats
punched full of holes in order to keep
his head cool and his hair from coming out. I soon hail this attended to,
and then he asked what the hat was
worth. Two fifty,' I responded in surprise, but he laughed at me for asking
such a price for damaged goods. He
had me and got his hat for #1, while
the Jolly crowd with him had a laugh
lie wanted to look
at my expense.
at some 'fiddles,' ami after pricing one
at $10 concluded to take It.
"'Where's the bow?' he asked as I

doing up the package.
'You only liought the fiddle,' I
laughed. The others saw the |>olnt
and laughed too. The glaut tried to
bluff me, but I kept good humored
and got even on the hat by charging
I not only
him $1.50 for the bow.
got even, but the others were so
pleased with my 'Yankee trlek' that
they spent plenty of mouey with me."
—Detroit Free Press.
was
"

Wisdom Beyond Hi· Year·.
FIIs mother found him lu the Jam
and reprimanded him. A little later
she caught him teasing his baby sister and reprimanded him again.
"I don't see whafs got into you, Wil"You're usually the
lie," she said.
Kood little boy, but today you're up to
all kinds of mischief."
"I'm tired of being good," ho returned, with Juvenile frankness.
"Tired of being g.iod!" she exclaimed. "What do you mean by that?"
"Well Brother Hob Is naughty most
of the time, and you're always giving
him tilings to get him to be good, and
I guess I'll be naughty for awhile and
see if I don't get something too."
Sometimes a youngster seems to have
wisdom beyond his years.
A Magnate In Embryo.
At the o|M>uiug exercises of one of
aur schools It Is the custom to have
mottoes and sentiments given by the

pupils.

Julius

Moses

gave,

"The

pen

Is

mightier than the sword."
"Why, Julius, Is the pen mightier
than the sword?"

"Why? Because,"
"you can sign checks

answered Julius,
with It."—Circle.

A Nice Little Hint.
First Lleutenaut—How do you like
the horse you bought from me last
Lieutenant
Very
Second
week?
much. He might hold bis head a little
higher, though. First Lieutenant—Oh,
that will come all right when be is
paid for.—Loudon Tit-Bits.
—

Soothing.

"Are you hurt, John?"
"Yes, dear, I am afraid three or four
of my ribs are broken."
"Well, don't feel bad; It doesn't
show."—Houston Post.
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George Lunt and Raymond Holme,
student· at New York University, are at
Elmhurst for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Parker of Bos•INeLK COPIES.
Mr. Parker
ton are guests at Elmhurst.
Stag la Copies of the Democrat are four cents is a
nepnew of John Pierce of this place
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their wedding trip.
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Norway,
York
Stone's Drug Store.
Hon. Edward L. Parris of New v
Postmaster.
Alfred
Cole.
Ruckfleld,
has joined the family at their summer
Mrs. Harlow. Poet Offlc*.
Paris Bill,
home here.
Samuel T. White.
Weat Parla,
r.A. Shurtleff à Co.
Miss Agnes Brown ie visiting relatives
in Wilmington, Del.
The Ladies' Universalis! Circle will be
Coming Events.
held at Academy Hall on Tuesday evenMr.
of this week instead of
Sept. 1υ—Oxford Pomona Grange, Bolster's ing
James Thompson of Boston has
Mills.
Sept. 17, IS, 19.—Oxford County Fair.
consented to give us more of his fine
Sept. H, 25, J8.—Androscoggin Valley fair, Can violin music. Mr. Alfred E. Morse, the
ton.
well known reader, has been engaged,
Oct-1. î, S-—West Oxford Pair, Pryeburg.
Oct. î, 3.—North Oxford fair, Andover.
and Miss Olive Thompson will give a
piano solo. Stearns' orchestra will
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
furnish music for the dancing. Admission 25 cents.
Stores.
Blue
Seward P. Steams is at home for
Fall and Winter Dress tioods.
He has a good
a two weeks' vacation.
Fall 8ults.
Ready to Wear Hat*
place as conductor on the Boston ElevatNew Coats.
ed Railroad.
Wanted.
Miss Louise Page of Gorham, V n.,
If You Want to Fight
Bank.
National
The Norway
was a guest at J. B. Cole's Saturday and
Oxford County Agricultural Society.
Sunday.
Wayside Laundry.
^
Rjcharde and family of
Gridley, Cal are guests at S. b.
here and There.
Sewell's. Mr. Richards went to California from Mexico some years ago and
of
was
one
week
While the raiu of last
has since made his home there. Mr.
the best things that ever happened for Dexter Richards, his son, is a graduate
the
whole
the
East,
indeed
and
the state
of Lei and Stanford, Jr., University and
management of the Maine State Fair has will enter the Harvard medical school
a
such
in
striking
everybody's sympathy
bunch of weather. If ever an institution
Jennie C. Tucker, who has been
played in hard lack, particularly as re- seriously ill for sometime at Dr. Houghgards weather, the state fair has done it ton's, died Saturday at the age of Oo
during the last dozen years.
Mrs. Tucker was the daughter
years.
of the late Austin Chase. She was
Her first husband was
There must be some intense fascina- twice married
Morton, who was kii ed
tion about ballooning, beyond the money Randall Β
»he civil war. Her
which it brings to the professional. The while serving in
enthusiastic youngster who made ascen- second husband was George tucker,
Mrs. Tucker
sions from the state fair grounds last who died some years ago.
who
week is the same one who was badlv leaves one son, Herbert M. Tucker,
of
a
large stock
smashed up and almost killed in a fall is now superintendent
The funeral
there last year; and an aeronaut who farm at Chili Station, Ν. Y.
ie atlen(l·
fell into the water off the Massachusetts at Γ» o'clock Monday afternoon
at the Baptist
coast and was barely rescued a few days ed by Rev E. O. Taylor,
since, declares that there is no business church
antit^ ^ hm,„ehold goods, carlike ballooning.
penter's tools, etc., will be sold at auction at Mrs. Ella Burbank s »t Sou h
Commenting on the recent seizure by Paris, Thursday afternoon at 1.3U.
game wardens in Portland of a large Particulars are given on bills.
shipment of pickerel and perch, the
East Sumner.
Bridgton News says:
...

Friday^

»

I tbMrïU

I

On Saturday, Aug. 31st, occurred the
♦'field dav" of Union Grange at the
to
it certainly ought
homestead of Rev. L. M.

believed to be taken t>y the dyna
mite process, which U cruel and unlawful."

-They

are

Unlawful, yes,

as

be. But cruel? Compare the instantaneous death by dynamite with that indicted by the sportsman who makes the
tish tight, with a hook in his mouth, to
the point of exhaustion, (and the longer
the tight the more "sport"), and then
perhaps throws him into the bottom of
the boat to gaap oat what life remains
by the slow process of drowning. Dynamite cruel?

Maplewood Farm. The day
was graud and insp r! iog Situated upon a lovely hilltop the
scenic views are charming and
known as

and the occasion

extensiv^

I

The public services were held in Brother
Robinson's tine and capacious bbrary
building whose tower can be seen for
many miles through the surrounding

I

Aside from the fine shady lawns and
extended landscape vistas, the library
building filled with its immense volumes
As the result of the measures taken to
books, pictures and souvenirs from
stop gambling at Saratoga, Cantield's all over the country and in foreign lands
famous gambling house there is for sale.
can not fail
an attractive feature and
is
Doubtless Caniield feels that the au- to interest
any one with a taste for the
thorities have been
interfering with
quaint and beautiful. One of the happy
"business."
features of the event was the ample plcnlc dinner, supplemented with apples,
Sandford's "Sbiloh" is again reported bananas, hot offee and cigars «ο lavish y
—from the outside—to be on the verge provided by the host, by whose kindly
of a crisis. So it has been several time* invitation the gathering was! held. In
before. To normal people Shiloh can the afternoon the crowd, which must
not but be regarded as a community of have numbered over 200, gathered in th
misguided men and women, but it has so main room of the elegantly furnished
far succeeded in weathering all storms. library hall and listened to appropriate
words of welcome from the host to
which W. H. Eastman responded for the
Things are so quiet just now in that guests, also to songs, religious and secuisland, that perhaps many of us have for- lar, recitations, etc.
gotten that we are in charge of affairs in I In a word the event was one of the
Cuba, and are to remain so for a number
The place selectever enjoyed.
of months at least, and possibly In- happiest
ed and the cordial reception given will
is
not
the
possibility
definitely, though
long be remembered by those fortuna e
generally regarded as a consummation enough to be present. It was the Red
devoutly to be wished.
Letter Day" of the grange and invited
exeuests. Mr. Robinson with his
A Maine exchange reports that a taxi- perience in educational facilities augdermist in town is mounting an eagle, mented by extensive travel and an observand gives the particulars as to the shoot- I ing mind, makes an ideal host.
ing of the bird. Looks as if there was
uxiora.
going to be trouble for somebody, when
Mollis Dennen, a former resident, and
Bre'r Carleton hears of it.
his wife and daughter, of Waltham.
Mass., were in town Saturday.
Rural free mail delivery is only fourC'hae. McKinnon went to the Central
teen years old, from its very beginning.
Maine General Hospital at Lewiston
When if ever before did so important an
and was operated on for
Institution get so large and so sure a Saturday
abscess of the liver.
a
time?
short
in
so
growth
Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Bradley of Nashua,
Ν. H., visited Mrs. Bradley's brother, E.
The Argus hammers away at the idea W. Edward», last week.
Mr. Moulton has sold hie stand to
that it is "local option" which the liquor
dealers of the country are fearing and Mrs. Lapbam of Bethel. He has moved
combating so earnestly. In fact what inro the tenement next to Durell A
they are working against is the growing Hawkes' «tore.
Mr.* DeMerrit of Bethel has bought
sentiment for prohibition, and the tendency to enact prohibitory laws which is the Wormwood farm on Allen Dill.
at
the
manifested
Mr.
and Mrs. Wormwood have gone to
so strongly
present
Biddeford.
time in the South.
Iceland Stone and wife have gone to
Portland where Mr. Stone is employed
Those New York politicians who
in the store of Frank Low on Congress
woald like to get Governor Hughes out
Street.
of the way might perhaps boom him for
Horace B. Smith and wife of Dublin,
vice-president, but they have hid one Tex., are at A. J. Holden'e.
experience at that game, and are too
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Holden attended
wise to repeat it
hie regimental reunion at Long Island
August 30th.
Capt. Amundsen is going to make a
Rev. Mr. Newport attended the funeral
try at the north pole, and in the news of Benjamin Skillings at Bolster's Mills
with
the
intention
dispatches is credited
Friday.
of using polar bears in the same manner
M. Augustus Perkins has been visiting
that dogs are used in the north. That bis brother, O. G. Perkins.
He returnshows that some of the papers don't ed to his home in Cambridge, Mass.,
have a state fair to make copy from, or Saturday.
they wouldn't have to publish that kind
Prank Martin's little son Erlon was
of thing.
operated upon for enlarged tonsils by
Drs. Bradbury and Farris on Sunday.
The South has suffered three distinct
Hebron.
loaaea in its representation in the United
States Senate, which will be in evidence
Capt. Scribner and family of New
when congreaa assembles. Two of the York and Mr·. W. E. Sargent took a trip
losses are the deaths of Senators Morgan to the White Mountains last week.
Miss Alice Bearce and Miss Bessum
and Pettus of Alabama, and the third is
the election of Jefferson Davis as senator returned to Massachusetts Saturday.
Miss Hazel Donhaiu went to Springfrom Arkansas. That section may however congratulate Itself on the escape field, Mass., Monday, where she has a
from any danger there may have been of position a* teacher of mathematics.
Mr. Ira Bearce left here Tuesday to
having Vardaman of Mississippi as one
of its representatives in our highest return to his teaching in Helena, Montana.
legislative body.
Mrs. G. W. Christie and Mrs. F. M.
Ward of Athens, Me., J. E. Bartlett, F.
Souvenir hunters carried off about
A. Bartlett, F. W. Bartlett and Mrs. F.
everything that wasn't nailed down from A. Bartlett of Boston are visiting at W.
the ship of Prince Wilhelro of Sweden A. Bartlett's.
while it was in New York harbor. The
Mr. and Mrs. Hylan of Waterville are
day may come when we shall find the spending their vacation with Mrs. Hypeople of the United States described in lan's father, Η. K. Stearns.
foreign books as a nation of petty
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant and Miss Etta
thieves.
Sturtevaut are at Fred Sturtevant's.
Bert Conant, the R. F. D. mail carrier,
In an article in a recent magaziue, is having his vacation, and his substiWoods Hutchinson, describing the con- tute, Fied Sturtevant, is carrying the
ditions under which people should sleep, mail.
says:
H T. Glover, who has had another
"All windows abouM be open from the top. at
operation on his leg. is doing well. The
l«ut one. an>l better two or tbree feet. no (hat a
operation was perf"rmed hv Dr. Mc
g -ntie current of air can be felt blowtn* acro««
The temperature of the ro^iu Fadyea assibted by Dr. LiUlefield ο
the face
abould be about 56 degrees to ttu degree» F., if Sooth Paris.
possible."
Wilson's Mills.
There are a good many nights in the
year when the gifted writer would fiud it
Rev. Krneet Wood of Connecticut gave
pretty hard maintaining both these ideal us a very interesting sermon Sunday
conditions, in this latitude.
week.
School is in session, taught by Agnes
A recent newspaper article forecasts a Linnell.
E. S. Bennett, who is gniding Lloyd
large increase in the price of coal, arislast week.
ing, through a coarse which is fully set Salt, was home several days
S. W. Bennett is scaling for Donald
forth, from the fact that it is thought
that our tteet of battleships "will never Cameron on the Diamond.
The daughters of D. C. Bennett, acretnrn" from its trip to the Pacific. This
also is vanity and vexation of spirit, not companied by their brother Clinton,
have returned to their school at Gould'a
to mention nonsense.
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I

I

I

I
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Governor Cobb has nominated
as
member· of the tax commission authorised by the legislature, Morrill N. Drew
of Portland, William S. White of Rockland, Milton L. Merrill of St. Albans,
George M. Hanson of Calais, Frank C.
Deering of Biddeiord. This commission
ia to make a report on the general system of taxation in Maine, the outcome
of which may he a revision of our tax
law·.

Beth·!.

Schools In town opened Monday. The
while at
severe and only change in the briok building was
damaging to the crops in many places, Miu Whidden in the eighth grade in
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL still it was light compared to what they place of Mr. Brown.
bad in Cuba the past season. For seven
Tuesday the fall term of Gould AcadSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

$1« ΦχίονΑ geraocraî,

ATWOOD

Orteil wood.
The drouth is ended (or
least, and although somewhat

Academy.

Eliza Wilson and Miss Edith
Wilson are gnests of S. S. Bennett, and
Mrs. Mary Wilson Bennett of Boston,
with her daughter, Mrs. Walter Louder,
and little daughter Elsie, wertf guests of
Mrs. Bennett very recently.
John Olson is again guiding Judge
Mrs.

Cnllen.

Two ladies have been np the Magalloway paddling their own canoe. They

hava

ao

gold·.

a

months they had little or no rain there,
and a tropical snn sending down his
burning rays every day during that
length of time. No wonder that many
American families, who bad gone there
to live, became discouraged and were
glad to get back into the states again.
To say that we live up to the divine
command to the extent of loving our
as oureelf would be claiming
pernaps too much, but yet are so interested in his welfare that a few days ago
we visited his five acre field of eweet
corn to see how it was getting along and
found it very uneven. A small part of it
will be fit to cut by the 10th, and so up
to the last of the month, some being
hardly more than fairly silked out. Hope
there will be no frost until it is all
marketed.
On the morning of the 6th of September, about the year 1870, occurred the
heaviest frost we ever saw so early in
the fall. The ground looked as though
a snow squall had just passed over it,
and many of the apples were frozen on
the trees. Corn was then fairly in the
milk and of course was cut and shocked
at once, but as bad luck would have it.
there came a long drizzling rain, quite
similar to the present one, so that much
of it rotted instead of drying off; and
consequently was well nigh a failure.
The Maine Farmer estimated tho damage done by that frost in this state at
one million dollars.
The hay harvest cannot be spoken of
as wholly in the past, since there is more
to be cut when the weather becomes fair.
When D. 0. Davis sold his farm last
spring in Minnesota, he bought a place
near Osakis village, and
for his
as it was somewhat out of repair he has
been fixing it up for her benefit. He
wrote us the other day that while he
wishes to return and epend the remainder of his days in his native state, she
refuses to give him up, so that as yet his
mind is unsettled. Mr. Davis Bays the
crops are looking well, but about a
month late the same as they are here.
We have all heard of a tempest in a
teapot, but one occurred here recently
of a somewhat different form. When
the oats were cut, a woodchuck's hole
was found in the field, so a trap was set
and soon the occupant was caught and
duly disposed of. Thinking he might
have a companion with him, the trap
was again set as at first, but nothing
until a day or two
more disturbed it
ago, when the family cat came to the
house with it clinging tightly to her
foot. It was a small, one spring trap, so
that pussy was not badly injured, but
the little kids thought she was, and
hence the juvenile tempest mentioned
above.

neighbor

daughter

A clipping to which reference was
made in this column recently was omitted by mistake. It is given below.
From the Saturday Globe:
When a man can look back across four
score years of life and find the image of
the same woman still enshrined in his
heart he surely knows the full meaning
of the word love. That is exactly what
John B. Bundren, of Tate Springs, Tenn.,
Mr. Buudren, who is now 102
can do.
years old, is to be married to his oldtime sweetheart, Miss Rose McGuire,
who is exactly a centenarian, on August
20, the anniversary of her birth; and the
ceremony will take place on tho exact
spot where they plighted their troth so
many long years ago.
Back of all this is a rare romance deeply touched with tragedy. The tragedy
of their lives grew out of the family op
position of Miss McGuire. It took the
latter back to her home in England and
kept her a spinster all her years; Bundren it led to cut adrift from his boyhood surroundings in Teunessee and
seek his fortune in the gold rush to
Their
California.
coming together
again was a mere accident.
The McGuire family came to America
from Lancashire, Eng., in 1S20 and settled in easteru Tennessee.
Bundren,
then a youth, impulsive and eager, fell
in love with the daughter, Rose. The
their
McGuire family frowned upon
meetings and refused to consider the
boy's suit. The girl promised that she
would never marry unless she could
marry Bundren. He was equally certain
of his mind.
Despairing of being able to break up
the meetings of this young couple, the
girl's family sent her back to England
and there she has lived in her native
town of Preston, Lancashire, ever since.
The rural swains of England came and
went, but none of them touched her
heart.
Bundren went to California and his
fortunes prospered. After a period of
years he returued to his home town in
eastern Tennessee and purchased an estate which included among its acres the
ancient trysting place. Here he had intended to pass the remainder of his life
with the constant reminders of his
vanished happiness about him.
Recently he hit upon the idea of giving a reunion. One of his old friends in
England mentioned by chance the address of his former sweetheart. Bundren wrote to her. He found her still
single and still waiting for him. Letters
lie again asked her to
were exchanged.
marry him and she consented, and the
bride-to-be's hundredth birthday was set
as the wedding date.
A unique feature of the ceremony will
be the fact that all of the 200 wedding
guests invited will be over 90 years of
Seventeen of them will come from
age.
England. The bride is now preparing
for the ocean trip and will arrive in this
country this month.
Mr. Bundren despite his great age is a
well preserved man. He is more than
six feet tall and weighs UK) pounds. Be
is broad shouldered and in almost perfect
health. Ilis hair, which is long and
snow white, falls over his shoulders, and
together with his long, snow white
beard, he resembles a patriarch. Mentally, be is alert, and physically he
moves about as actively as the average
man of 00.
North Buckfleld.

emy began with a good attendance.
There was a large exodus of summer
visitors the first of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Bowler went to
Norfolk, Va., to attend the exposition
wore a suit of black.
last Wednesday.

Owing to the small number of scholars
the school at South Waterford is done
»way with for the present, and but one
teacher employed at North Waterford.
Bear Mt. Grange held its field day
Aug. 31st at Pino Lodge, L. E. Mclntire's
cottage at Pappoose Pond. It pas a
must delightful time, 128 being present.
Mrs. Frank Walker and sister, Caroino Johnson, drove from their home in
S'orth Fryebnrg Tuesday to visit their
; tunt, Mrs. C. H. Pride.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Hilton were in
t ;he place this week.
B. G. Mclntire took hi· son, Glenn,
with him last week when he made hia
4 rip to Canada.
Mr·. Alton Ame·1 father from Dennyarille hM been vleiting her.

Bertha

Penley,

acted
Monday Dr. P. B. Tnell left his vul- the little sister of the bride,

as

of
canizer and went into his front office to ring bearer, and Ruth Smith, niece
attend to some work, and just as he re- the groom, who was flower girl, presentof
turned to the back office the vulcanizer ed the bride with a beautiful cluster

Main· News Not··.
Buckfleld.
Robert Tjler hrj vacated the room
Wendall S. Weeoott, aged 50 ye»ra,
orer the millloerj store of Mri. L. K.
aaloide by enootlng with a
< committed
March, ased as a bakery and lnncb 1 evolver at Portland Wednesday mora·
room, and is now ready for baaineM in 1
The cause la given aa despondency.
the Small atore owned by R. C. Thomea. ng.
Mra. Alfred Shaw has been quite
And now it is Portland which is havaerionaly ill, bat Is reported as gaining j ng trouble over the Sunday lawa. Counnot
at this time.
y Attorney Connolly, however, doe·
Mr. Frank Washburn has returned , nean to be mixed up in it, and promptly
from a two weeks' vacation, and resum- lotifies the city marshal not to make
ed his duties as carrier on R. P. D. irreats nntil be is consulted.
Route No. 2.
Walter I. Cutting, α member of a
Rev. Mr. Athearn is taking bis vaca>romineot family in Pittefleld, Mass.,
tion and in consequence there has beeu 1
suicide by shooting Monday
no preaching service at the
Baptist < lommitted
while on a visit at Kittery Point. It is
church the past two Sundays.
1 bought that the strain of too constant
Mr. Frank Ricker and family of Sabatto his affaira bad unaettled
tus spent Sunday with his brother, tpplication

bride roses. Immediate relatives were
within a few feet of it no donbt a seri- present. After the ceremony a wedding
The lunch was served. The parlor was pretous accident would have occurred.
for the occasion with feros Walter Ricker.
explosion caused quite an alarm among tily decorated
Buckfleld defeated East Hebron in a
and cut flowers. Numerous and valuable
the neighbors.
ball Saturday, the 31st,
Mm. Cyrene Littlehale underwent a wedding gifts were received Including game of base
china, linen, money, score 18-17.
surgical operation at her home on Broad silver, cut glass,
the
Donald Withington sustained injuries
Street. Dr. King of Portland assisted and a nice kitchen range from
a week before to his wrist, a bad cut on his head, and
by Dr. Tibbette of Bethel performed the groom's father. ofAbout
Mrs. Smith's friends bruises by falling from a beam in the
operation, and friends are pleased to re- the wedding 20
at new foundry building Monday morning.
ceive most encouraging reports from the gave her an afternoon surprise party
the home of ber parents, which they fitHarry Prince and family of Madison
sick room.
Mr. Prince's parents. Mr.
Mrs. Fred P. Chandler of South Paris tingly designated a "kitchen shower," have visited
re- and Mrs. C. H. Prince. Mrs. John Shearvisited her parents Sunday, and return- which was a bappy surprise to tbe
of nice man and two children of Portland are
ed home in the afternoon accompanied cipient. They brought a variety
lunch. After now with them.
by ber daughters, Hilda and Marjorie, useful gifts, also a daintyto Canada and
The village school house has been
who had been spending the week with a short wedding trip
other places, the bridal couple will make undergoing repairs the past week. New
their grandparents.
a home hardwood floors have been laid throughEvelyn Chandler of Norway is visiting their residence at Norway where
is all fitted up for them. Mrs. Smith is out the building which will add greatly
her grandparents.
a graduate 0f South Paris High School, to its looks and comfort.
Mr. A. P. Copeland is in Boston.
in
Schools opened Monday, Sept. 9tb,
The receipts for the Bethel library and bee successfully taught school
Paris and Greenwood. Mr. Smith is a with the following teachers in charge:
benefit have reached $125.
of
High 8chool—Mr. A. A. Towne, of Norway,
Miss Maud Jacobs, who has been in graduate of Norway High 8chool, and
of principal. MIm Marietta L. Kerbv, of Mllford.
the News office as stenographer, has re- Bowdoin College, 1906. He is the son
aaMsUnt.
Mass.,
Cora Yeung, Rowilotnturned to her home to enter Kent's Hill, H. D. Smith, cashier of Norway National
and Miss Keene of Sumner fills the Bank, aud has a nice position in the bank ^Intermediate—Misa

exploded, and bad the doctor be«>n

even

position.

Extensive repairs have been made up
on the corn
shop under the personal
supervision of Mr. Whitman of Nova
Scotia, who has been the popular manager for several years. It is expected the
shop will open next Tuesday, and notwithstanding the season is somewhat
later than usual a large crop is expected.
Bethel fair at Rivorside Park Sept.
10-12.
West Sumner.

Rev. Chester Gore Miller of Portland
addressed the people for the last Sabbath service for this season last Sunday
evening. Ho may return for a week day
evening service. In the morning the
church was nearly full. Miss Lena Viniisg of Attleboro, Mass., sang a solo entitled We Shali See Him Face to Face,
with organ accompaniment by Mrs. C.
L. Dunham, which was charmingly
his text
rendered. Mr. Miller took
from Job 15: 4. "Thou castest off fear
and restrained devotion before God."
Mr. Miller said in part: "Many UniverBalistsand others though they may be
very good people lack the fear of God.
We should remember that God has a
dual nature. God is not only a Father
but a Sovereign. Preachers should get
out of the old time rut of laying so
much stress on the love of God and
leaving out the other side of God's nature, for lovo without justice has no
backbone. The slow growth of Universaiiem is due to the leaving out of
the element of fear from preaching and
teaching. We fear the seen, why not
have a whojesome fear of the unseen?
The laws of God are inexorable in
spiritual as well as material things although tempered with mercy. If we
commit sin we cannot escape punishment." Mr. Miller presents his subject
in a simple, straightforward manner
which carries conviction with it. With
him there is no beating about the bush.
His parting words were "Ho, for Christ !"
Mrs. Geo. Packard has superintended
the decorating of the church with flowers
every Sabbath and she has introduced
many beautiful color schemes.
A strip of land bordering on Pleasant
Pond has been sold recently by Cyrus
Hazel ton to unknown parties. Some
have hopes that it will become a summer resort.
Herbert Marston is ill of fever and
pneumonia is feared. Mrs. Abbie Bates
is caring for him. The circumstances
are

peculiarly trying.

Dr. E. J. Marston has moved most of
his furniture to Buckfield and intended
to leave in a few days for Brewer to
join his wife and baby and take a much
needed rest before enteriug upon bis
His
new field of practice at Buckfield.
brother's illness has upset all hie plans.
to
come
cannot
mother
Dr. Mareton's
help care for Herbert as her health is so
poor she cannot stand the journey from
Brunswick.
Gladys Young is sick with a sore
throat.
Mrs. E. G. Doble has taken a severe
cold in her head and has neuralgia.
Mrs. C>nthia Bisbee, who is keeping
house for Everett Reynolds of Hartford,
was at home for a few days last weekThere was a dance in Proctor Hall
Thursday evening. Music by Win.
Glover aud Mrs. H. B. Maxim. James
Tuell furnished supper.
Mrs. Florence Lawrence and little
daughter of Whitman, Mass., were calling on friends here one day last week.
It is rumored that Miss Edith Bradford of Paris is to be again our central

girl.

Primary—Mra. R. L. Record, Buckfleld.
assistant cashier. Both Mr. and Mrs.
known and popular
Rural schools:
are well
North Buck lie· Id—Mine Mary Korater.
young people and have tbe best wishes
of a host of friends.
?Hck?.choo'—m,m Leora Footer, RuckflHd.
Allen School—MUs Bertha Edwards, Auburn.
The W. C. T. U. had an interesting
Prince School-Mlns Vella Ladd, Byron,
meeting Thursday afternoon of last week
if .!Jr?n School—Mies Emma nragg, Canton.
with Mrs. Ο. K. Yates. Articles were I East Buckfleld—Miss Eva Conant, Llvermorc.
read by members, and the question, "ReW. C. Allen, head clerk for the I. W.
solved, That the unmaried women have Shaw Co., Is away on his vacation.
done more for the progress of the world I Miss Lizzie Allen is visiting her sister,
than the married women," was discuss- I Mrs. Alden, in Portland.
ed. Rev. I. S. Macduff and Mrs. S. T. I H. G. Clement, a former teacher here,
White were chosen delegates to attend has been elected principal of Bridgton
the state W. C. T. U. convention to be Academy, and left with bis family for
held next week in Lewiston; alternates, I their new home Saturday morning.
Miss Brown and Mrs. Genevra Tuell.
Ι Ν. E. Morrill's cooper shop is a busy
Mrs. F. S. Farnum went tbe first of I place these days. There seems to be a
last week to Boston to purchase her fall I good demand for barrels, and quite a lot
stock of millinery. She was accom- I of early fruit has already been shipped.
panied by ber nephew, Frank S. Hook, I The children of Stanwood Withington,
who has returned to bis home in Savan- I who have been ill with typhoid fever,
nah, Georgia, after spending the Rummer are now Raining rapidly. Mr. WithingI ton is still seriously ill.
here.
Llewellyn Lowe of North Paris is in I Mrs. Alfred S, Holland and daughter
tbe pharmacy of S. T. White as assistant I Mildred have been visiting at Chas. Holand intends to learn the druggist's trade. I land's.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Herrick of South
Guy A. Gardner and wife of Dixfleld
Mr.
Paris visited Mrs. Herrick's parents, Mr. are spending a few days with
and Mrs. E. W. Penley, several days last I Gardner's parents.
A horse belonging to Arthur Lowell
week.
Ella Dodge of Fall River recently visit- went through the barn floor and choked
I to death before it was discovered.
ed at Levi Shedd's.
A party from East Buckfleld started
Mrs. B.'P. Adkins and daughter Laura
at
H.
G.
were
Paris
I for Four Ponds Saturday morning for a
of South
guests
I few days' outing.
Brown's a few days last week.
Misses Elinor Tuell and Laura Willie
Denmark.
have entered the high school at South ]
Paris, and Warren Cookson has changed I Mr. A. P. Merrill lost his horse by
I from the South Paris school and gone to I death Thursday night.
Mr. Irving Ingaile lias been drawn as
Bethel to attend Gould Academy.
Tuesday of last week, Gertrnde, the I juror at the October court in South
9-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Will ! Paris.
It is reported that the old mill now
Curtis, celebrated her birthday by giving
I a party in the afternoon to Dine of her owned by the Saco Water Power Co. in
friends i»nd playmates. A variety of re- this place is to be torn down.
Mr. Chas. H. Mclntire will provide
freshments were served and a pleasant
I for corn shop boarders.
time enjoyed.
Sorry, John, that you were obliged to I Mrs. Kate Sanborn and mother, Mrs.
have your picture taken against your de- I Ingalls, have returned from their vacasire, but wish it might have been my I tion at the islands, Portland harbor.
®e'c^er while driving to
fortune to behold the result of the
η
camera, considering that I never saw the I Bridgton lost a broadcloth cape from
the
I
I original.
buggy.
I Mrs. Annie Marshall Ready and husNorth Waterford.
band from South Framingham, Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. Will Moulton have been
are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
at
Charles Marshall, on High Street.
Si* a ^wo we®ks' visit among relatives
Mrs. F. M. Leighton, from Readfield, I New Hampshire.
is the guest of Mrs. G. A. Smith.
Augustus Manning, who was taken so
The Murray-Rostell dramatic com- very sick Friday night, is a little more
so
which
was
show
a
class
comfortable.
I
bigb
I pany,
well liked when they were here a few I Bertie Moulton got his finger split
I months ago, will again be here three open on the saw at Brown's mill Saturevenings this week at Dunham's ΠαΙΙ I day, making a bad wound. A few pieces
I of bone had to be removed and stitches
beginning Thursday, Sept. 12.
School began last week. Miss Price of I taken.
Geo. Farnham and Archie Grover have
I Richmond is teacher in the grammar
room with Miss Sara Swett assistant ; gone to work in the sled factory at South
in
is
teacher
the
Miss Shepard
primary I Paris.
room.
I Mrs. A. B. Washburn has gone to
I W. F. Willis and W. W. Gardner from I Kennebunk ou a visit among relatives.
Mrs. Minnie Hobbs and sons Frank
It his place attended the Sherbrooke fail
last week.
land Charles of Lynn, Mass., are visiting
I Mr. and Mrs. Frank R. Dunham of I here with friends.
South Paris recently visited a week at
West Lovell.
I Dr. Ο. K. Yates'. Mr. Jesse Felt of
Portland, a brother of Mrs. Yates, has
Geo. H. Fox and wife were over from
also been her guest for a few days.
South Paris after a few things and will
G. A. Smith has leased tbe store re- commence housekeeping there soon.
Alex Laroque, D. W. Nichols, Victor
cently vacated by P. J. Miles, and intends later on to run it in connection and Dana McAllister and W. S. Fox are
with the store now occupied by bim.
at work on the state road at No. 4.
Alonzo Kimball is visiting his son
Pond.
!
Bryant's
John at the LeBaron place.
Abner D. Bryant and wife of Freeport
Miss Andrews of Fryeburg has visited
Mr. Bryant has her friend, Ruth Kimball, at Aqua Pura
are at Emily J. Felt's.
to
Los
a
visit
from
returned
recently
cottage.
I Angeles, Calif., where be has a brother
Oris LeBaron is keeping Mrs. Hirsh's
team until her return next season.
living.
C. F. Fafrar has returned from HeJohn A. Fox's cooper shop took Are
bron, where be has been working for Dr. last Saturday, but the fire was quenched
as

Smith

j

I.

J
j

I ^Γ8,

j

I

Whitman.
Wm. Stearns, wife and daughter AnI G W. Q. Perham is putting in the
nette, of Stearns Hill, spent Sunday I foundation for a silo in his new barn.
with Mr. and Mrs. Carl Dunham.
He is also puttiug up a sheop shed in
Mr James Buck went to Auburn Mon- connection with the barn.
day, where he will remain until the
The new school houae in the Perkins
close of state fair.
District le completed. The first term of
Frank Moody entertained a party of I school in it is now in
session, taught by
friends at his camp at Shagg Pond Mon- Miss Elsie Cushman. The Gore school
day. There were fifteen persons pres- opened Sept. 2d, taught by Miss Abbie
ent. Several from this village and Dr. Farnum.
Ε. II. Andrews and wife of Brunswick,
Wallace Beasey of Wakefield, Mass., is
Mr. Chas. Leighton of Monmouth and a
visiting hie brother, Arthnr L. Bessey.
Mr. Pike of Hebron. A picnic dinner Albert 0.
Bessey of Portland, another

the order of the day.
Dr. and Mrs. Andrews made a flying
visit to friends here Monday afternoon,
leaving for North Parie the same day.
The remains of Mrs. W. H. Porter,
who died Sept. 2d, at North Conway, N.
II., were brought here Tuesday. Mrs.
Porter was formerly a resident of this
town, but for some years has resided in
Norway, and for the last few months
since having a shock she has been living
with her daughter at North Conway.
Death was caused by another shock.
Mrs. Porter is survived by a husband
and three daughters, Mrs. Chas. Pulsifer
of Auburn, Mrs. Fred Philbrook of
North Conway, Ν. H., and Mrs. Sumner
Parker of South Paris, and three sons,
George and Asa of South Paris and I.
Oscar Swift of this place, and nineteen
grand-children and two great-grand-children. Funeral services were held at the
residence of her Ron, I. 0. Swift, Rev.
Mr. Little of South Paris officiating.
The floral tributes were very beautiful.
Interment was at Pleasant Pond Cemetory by the side of her first husband, Ira
Swift.
Mrs. Chas. Pulsifer and daughter,
Mrs. Chas. Seaver and little daughter of
Auburn, arrived here Monday, called
here to attend the funeral of Mrs.
Pulsifer's mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Philbrook of North
Conway, Ν. H., accompaniod the remains of Mrs W. H. Porter to this
was

Mr. Wm. Clapp, sod, and grandson, of
Salera, Mass., who have beeD spending
their vacation at their summer home
here, returned home Monday.
Mrs. Georgie and Florence Warren,
Mrs. Kate Buck and Mr. and Mrs. A. F.
Mason were in Portland tho 30th of
August. The ladies attended the annual
meeting of the I. T. S. at the Columbia
Hotel.
Miss Margaret Heald went to Hebron
on a visit Monday.
Miss Josie Monk spent last week at
Hartford.
Over thirty members of Mountain
Orange attended field day at Mr. Lucien
Kobinson's summer home near East
Sumner August 31st, and expressed
themselves in the highest terms of the
manner in which they were entertained
by Mr. Robinson.
place.
Capt. Howard Emery of the revenue
service, who has been stationed at Key
North Paris.
West, Fla., for the past two years, has
Mr. and Mrs. Raneom Twitchell of
been ordered to report at once on the
Pacific Coast for land service. He was Milan, Ν. H., visited at Β. K. Dow's respending his vacation at his summer cently.
Mrs. Clayton Churchill and two chilhome here with his family when he got
dren visited at Buckfleld laat week.
his orders. His family is to go later.
Mrs. Sarah Proctor of Woodstock visitMiss Marion Chandler of Andover,
Mass., who has been visiting at B. F. ed her sister, Mrs. Eliza Twitchell.
of
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Andrews
Heald's, has returned home.
Brunswick have visited in this vicinity.
Lois Hollis hart her hand quite badly
East Waterford.
recently.
Prentiss Library has a new cataThe
The schools opened Sept. 3d with the
logue.
following teachers:
Mrs. R. B. Nevers took her little girl
Rlackguard—MUe Floyd.
to Lewiston to the hospital for advice.
Temple Hill—Bertha McGlnuts of Boxbury.
Kaet Watcrforil—Lulu G. Mc I η tiro.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Llttleiiale have
Mutiny—Emmie Young
gone to Newry to be gone four or five
Plumiiicr—Jee le Pay of Brldgton.
flat—Carrie L. Plummer.
North Waterford—Ida B. Holt.
Deer Hill—Grace Sawlu.

Weft ParU.
A pretty home wedding occurred lut
Thursday evening at 8:30 o'clock at the
house of Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Penley,
when their daughter Blanche was united
in marriage to Mr. Fred E. Smith of
Norway, the service being solemnized by
Rev. Isabella 8. Macduff, pastor of the
Universalist church. The bride wore a
white gown of crepe de chine, trimmed
with applique and ribboD, and the groom

days.
is

Zilpha Porter,
improving.

who got hurt

reoently,

Bast Bethel.

Mr.

WH1

Thursday.

Holt visited

Canton

last

before doing much damage.
Millard Lord was over from Albany
and went to Baldface blueberrying with
his brothers, Alonzo and Granville, stopping there over night.
Mrs. Otis Allard is somewhat better.
John Kimball's youngest son was sick
and under the doctor's care last week.
Olden McAllister is digging a well and
is to put in a pipe and carry the water
Paris.

Plainfield. N. J., and Frank of the Universalist Circle.
Bartlett leaves on that date for East
J. R. Libby of Portland Thursday
Orange, N. J.
evening lectured in the Congregational
Thomas Green and A. C. Bolster are church.

The high school will open Sept. 9tb,
Elijah D. Cole, principal. The primary
department will be in charge of Miss
Frances E. Jose of Newport.

The Rostell Stock Co. will be here
thiee nights, commencing Sept. Oth.
This is one of the best companies that
ever visited our town.
They were here
In May last, and no doubt they will be
well patronized on their return.
Locke's Mills.
The long wished for rain has come
and we were all glad to see It. All the
gardens have suffered from the dry
weather, and the grasshoppers have done

considerable damage.

Chris Bryant has returned to his work
after a three weeks' vacation.
Mrs. Annie Emery is at Island Pond
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Henry Douglass.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Frost attended the
reunion of Mr. Frost'· college class at
Lisbon last week.
Mrs. ΠβΙβη Bryant is quite sick.
Miss Elizabeth Drew of Middleboro,
Mass., has been visiting relatives here
and at Bethel.
Addison Bryant, Nelson Cole
and
David Foster spent Sunday at Portland
and Old Orohard.
Will Crockett attended the state fair
last Tuesday. Mark Lapham clerked in
the store during bis absenoe.
C. E. Stowell has bought the stock in
the E. L. Tebbets store and will continue the business under the name of C.
E. Stowell & Son.

Lovell.
Mrs. Elwell Andrews is critically

commenced Monday.
Village
Teachers,- Ralph Giles teacher of the
high school; Jesse Rowe the primary.
Mr. Rowe is one of our very best teachschools

ers.

Quite a

ers

number of the summer boardhave returned to their homes.
Peru.

Ethel Robinson and Mildred
Walker bave returned from the White
Mountains, where they have been doing
table work.
Miss Lena Hazelton has returned from
Ocean Park where she has been doing
table work.
Miss Dora Hazelton fee returned from
Rumford Falls where she has been doing
house work. She will return there next
Monday to attend high school.
Clarence Robinson and Carroll Robinson went to Turner Center Monday with
a load of goods for Mr. M. Hall.
All schools began in town Tuesday.
Mr. Daniel Conant is carrying the
scholars from East Peru to Peru.
Mr. Daniel Conant had his chimney
taken down last week. Mr. Ernest
Dnnn is doing the mason work for him.
Quite a number of high school scholars of Peru are attending high school at
Misses

Dixfield, viz., Mildred Walker, Colby
Walker, Edward Turner, Sidney Hazel-

ton and Erring Getchell.
Mr. H. E. Stlllman has returned from
Nova Scotia, where he baa been visiting.
Mr. J. T. Getchell has returned from
Bangor where be has been to the fair,
and then he went to Passadumkeag to

visit his children.

Quite

numb'er

from around here
went to the state fair at Lewiston.
Miss Nellie Poland has gone to the
hospital at Portland for an operation for
a

tion.

The West Branch Driving and Reservoir Company has completed its survey
in the Penobscot West Branch and the
work of building a dam at Ripogenus
will soon be commenced. The dam will
be sixty feet high, about one hundred
feet in length and will be of concrete.
Phis dam at the foot of Ripogenus Lake
«rill make one lake where there are now
two. Ripogenus Lake is about three
miles long and less than one mile wide.
Above it is Chesuncook Lake, which is
sixteen miles in length and two miles in
width. At the present time the lakes
are

East Brownfield.

Portlftd

Dickvale.
Hajiog is atill progressing
Nearly everyone has just a little
secure.

Time

right,

You of

just

and

about your FALL and WINTER DRESS
want Style, Quality and Price to I*

course

there

on

strong, where

we are

goods

out such choice

tho*e three particular points are where
Never before has this store put
excel.

we

so many

or

of them.

fancy stripes, 42 inches wide
7^
the coming season's newest
include
44
inches
Worsted
wide,
they
Plaids,
tancy
and snappiest check ground with stripes, in shades of garnet, navy, greeQ
Ul Wool Qoode in fancy mixture* with

and brown,

$1 qq

........

Plaids, 52 inches wide, in all the rich shades of brown and green, and
.......
blue and brown,
75^
shades of blue, brown and
fancy Plaids, HO inch, a large and choice assortment in
,yWi
green, checked off by fancy threads,
19c
iVicklow .Suitings, 28 inches, in Fancy Plaids of the latest shades,

111 Wool

Plain Dress Goods.
87c., $1.00, $1.25, $150.

25c., soc., 75c.,
Include

Danish Cloth, Poplinette, Cashmeres, Panamas, Serges, Taffetas, Melrose, Armure, Prunellas, and Broadcloth in full
range of best colors.

:

THOMAS SMILEY,
Norway, Maine.

separated by a big timber dam built

Ready-To-Wear

Wheeler,

Miss S. M.

THE LIMIT OF LIFE.
The most eminent medical scientists
are unanimous in the conclusion that
the generally accepted limitation of

human life is many years below the attainment possible with the advanced
knowledge of which the race is now
possessed. The critical period, that
determines its duration, seems to be between 50 and 00; the proper care of the
body during this decade cannot be too
strongly urged; carelessness then being
fatal to longevity. Nature's best helper
after 50 is Electric Bitters, the scientific
tonic medicine that revitalizes every
A.
organ of the body. Guaranteed by F.
Shurtleff & Co. 50 cents.

Maine.

Paris,

South

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.
Have Received

a

Full Line of

Hon. Albert W. Paine of Bangor was
tbe recipient of many tokens of respect
and good will on the recent occasion of
Beautiful gifts of
his i)5th birthday.
choice flowers were sent during the day
by friends, a large number of whom
gathered at his residence during the
afternoon to wish him many happy returns of the day. Notwithstanding his
advanced years Mr. Paine still retains tbe
mental vigor that has so long characterized him in the successful practice of hie

The Celebrated
Brand Yarn in

ENDORSED BY THE COUNTY.
"The most popular remedy in Otsego
County, and tbe best friend of my family," writes Wm. M. Dietz, editor and
publisher of the Otsego Journal, Gilbertsville, Ν. Y., "is Dr. King's New
Discovery. It has proved to be an infallible cure for coughs and colds, making short work of the worst of tbem.
We always keep a bottle in the bouse. I
believe it to be the most valuable prescription known for Lung and Throat
diseases." Guaranteed to never disappoint the taker, by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
Price 50 cents and $1.00. Trial bottle
free.

Grades.

profession.

Spanish, Saxony

ALSO

—

Taimar

Scotch,

and floss
—

"Phillip" and "Aroostook"

brands

of Country Yarn.
The

lengthing evenings

are

favorable to the

OS MARKET
The body of Thomas Smith, who had
PARIS,
SOUTH
been missing from his home in Portland
for several nays, was found in the dock.
Mr. Smith, who was 70 years of age, bad
for some time given evidence of mental

derangement.

Hats.

Vails, Fancy Collars and
Cuffs, Millinery Novelties

knitting

habit

SQUARE,
MAINE,

SÏÏOULD~_OOW"

"EVERYBODY

says C. G. Hays, a prominent business
man of Bluff, Mo., that Bucklen's Arnica
Salve is tbe quickest and surest healing
salve ever applied to a sore, burn or
wound, or to a case of piles. I've used
it and know what I'm talking about."
Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
25 cents.
Certain Care for Aching Feet·
Foot-Ease, a powder; cures Tired,
Aching, Sweating, Swollen feet. Sample sent
also
KKKK,
Sample of Koot-Kase Sanitakv
Corn-Pad, a new Invention. Address, Allen S.
Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.

Nobby

A

Allen's

Tour Wife, Mother or Nleter
Can make I*mon, Chocolate ami Custard
better than tbeexpeitcook by using' Ol'IM'lh"
aa all the Ingredients are In (he package rexly
Each package, enough for
for Immediate use.
two large pics, 10 cento. Order to day from your

pire

...

grades

and
Let

needs.

the Fall

We've
that

Bank
invites the business of
banks, corporations and
business men, feelinc
confident that its wel
known facilities will

can

fill

us

show

lot of other

a

probably
is

your
you

things

wear, 'that

having,

worth

quality.

Norway-National

fab-

right

are

styles.

men

store

THE...

styles and

in every detail. Clothes that
will tit as a suit should and
We've all
continue to fit.

Pie t

You should try at once "OUB-I'IE" Preparation for delicious Lemon Pie*. A lady eava: "I
will never again try to make lemon pie In the uld
way while I can get 'OUR-PIE* Preparation."
Try it and you will say the same. At grocers,
10 cents.

new

Clothes that

rics.

know

are

You

too.

that

this
for

headquarters

H. B.

Foster,

Orte Price Clothier,

Norway, Maine.

1907 by
Hart Scheftner Ï5" Marx

Copyright

render an account oncej TV
established of permanent and mutual

faction and

profit.

satis-1

IF YOU WANT TO

FIGHT

d

NATURE,
Ii IT OUTALLWITH
RIGHT.
Millions have done so beSENSIBLE
fore you.
people submit to the dictates of nature, and when
there is indication of eye
trouble, go to a COMPETENT OPTICIAN and
bave the proper correction made to tbeir vision.

\

\>

x*

WE GIVE TESTS

THAT CANNOT FAIL
S.

RICHARDS,

BYBBIQHT SPECIALIST,
SOUTH

PARIS,

twenty

during the last two weekn of July
fai t that
calle for competent office help, and could supply only six, owing to the
> f *tudy
Is better proof of the value of our course
our graduates are all placed.
32 44
needed? Send for our 48 page 1007 catalog.
We had at our Portland office

F· L- SHAW,
F. A. MIURTLEFF A CO.

President.
fHHTRTLEFF

A.

F.

*

CO.

Pickling Time
Is Here

You will need

Again.

apices of various kinds.
obtainable—guaranteed pure—at prices

We have the best

higher

ordinary kind.
spices this season,

than you pay for the
Let

us

supply your

and you will be

no

pleas-

ed with the results obtained.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
3 Stores,

MAINE.

{mtim |Maine.

SUMMER STORE—PARIS HILL.

to

W. G. Hammond, wife, son and daughter, and Miss Jennie Brown of West
Pari· made us a pleasant call last Sun-,

to think

now

GOODS.

slowly.

more

GOODS!

DRESS

the winter of 1903-4. This dam is
forty-seven feet high and about five
hundred feet in length and one of the
finest pieces of timber construction that
The building
can be found anywhere.
of the new Ripogenus Lake dam will
river
back so as to
flow the waters of the
flow out this big timber dam and put
the lakes on the same level. When the
new dam is completed the Chesuncook
dam will be torn out. The building of
the Ripogenus dam will increase the
storage of Chesuncook and Ripogenus
Lakes by about 10,000,000,000 cubic feet.
The storage capacity of the Chesuncook
basin now is about 16,000,000,000 cubic
feer, so that the new dam will almost
double the amount stored in these lakes.
in

appendicitis.

Erminie Smith of
visited her
aunt, Mrs. H. M. Sanborn, last week.
Mr. J. R. Libby of Portland addressed
a large and appreciative audience at the
Congregational church Sunday evening,
Sept. 1.
Miss Isabel Stlckney spent last week
at Poland Spring, as the guest of Miss
ill Sara
Rice.

Mr. Osman Farwell attended state fair
laat Wednesday.
at present.
Miss Amy Bartlett returns to her
Sumner Andrews is visiting at the
teaching at Rumford Falls.
village.
Mr. Charles Rich and family of MassaOn Friday, by the breaking of a skid,
chusetts were gaesfs at J. L. Holt's last a hogshead of molasses which was being
rolled from a team into the village store,
Miss Edna Bartlett, Miss Ella Farwell, went to the ground, spilling about oneJohn Howe and Free Bean are attending fourth of it, and striking Roscoe Day on
school at Gould Academy.
the leg, injuring it quite badly, but no
A baked bean supper and sooial dance bones were broken.
war held at Orange Hall last Thursday
Eitensive repairs are being made at
night. It was a nice company and a first the village mills on aoooont of lbs washout some weeks ago.
slase time.

displayed

Who Like· Lemon

Brownfield.

homo in

out stone and laying wall around
A. M. Chase's fields.
There was a bearing Monday at Dudley's Opera House before E. C. Park of
Bethel in the case of Ansel Dudley vs.
Alpheus S. Brooks of Greenwood in the
settlement of a store account. Alton C.
Wheeler of South Paris appeared as
counsel for Dudley and Merton L. Kimball of Norway for Brooks. Decision
reserved.
Fernald, Keene & True Co. are in
hopes corn will be matured enough by
Sept. 10th so they will be able to start
their shop here.

temporarily.

In court at Bath Thursday, Sidney K.
?reble, 15 years of age, was convicted of
;he murder of Norris Heath on the lltb
>f May. The murder was a particularly
:old-blooded affair. Because the other
>oy had kicked bis dog, the Preble boy
his murder, and
, leliberately planned
tccomplished it with a shotgun. The
Preble boy has been in the insane hospital for observation. The physicians
;estifled that while he seems somewhat
weak
mentally, he is not insane.
Throughout the whole affair the boy
an abnormal lack of emolas

into his house.
Hartford McAllister has gone to South grocer.

brother, was in town Monday.
Many of the summer boarders and cotThursday a heavy rain storm.
tagers have left town. Nicolas Major
Annual fair and supper Wednesday
and family leave Thursday for their evening in town hall under the auspices

getting

1 lis mind

FALL and WINTER

F.

A. IHtBTLErr * CO.

F.

A.

IHUBTLEFr A CO.
—

buy yearling cattle and young |
1 >reeding ewes.
day.
S. H. Foster and Jessie A. Hammond
j WALTER S. BUTTERS,
and ion Elton of Bethel, visited at B. SJ
Agt.,|
'
E. Stoneham, Me. '
the
week.
Tracy's
past
; 17*39
To
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The Bate» College students in the
class of 1910, Morton Bolster, Roy E.
Cole, Charles E. Merrill and Miss Ethel
C. Crockett, will return to college to bogin the second year's work, this week.

WaUa^Chc8br°.
γ***..,ea»

*
*

Wentworth is

Miss Maud Carter returned Monda>
morning to her teaching in Boston, aftei
spending the summer vacation at hei
home here.

Sa&aU.

ΐ

played

hospital at Portland, where she has undergone quite a serious operation upon

V,,

°T
*'".c
M

5: NORWAY 3.
In the game at the fair grounds Saturday afternoon West Parle once more
proved too strong for Norway, winning
but interestin a rather loosely
ing game. The make-up of the West
Paris team was the same as in the
previous games, but for Norway, Adams
was in the box, Rich took Hayes' place
in center field and Titcomb was on second base in place of Jordan. An amusing incident of the game was the rooting
of some Oxford fans. Adams and Delano both being former Oxford players
and pitching for the opposing teams,
made it hard for the Oxford rooters to
tell which side to cheer for, but they
used them both alike, encouraging one
at one time and the other the next
minute.
The most pleasing part of the contest
from a South Paris standpoint was the
playing of Titcomb on second for Norof his two errors,
way. Regardless
which cost nothing, his playing was one
of the features of the game. He led
both teams at the bat with a single and
double, figuring in all three of Norway's
runs, and turned in some fine fielding
WFST PARIS

The Burnham A Morrill corn factor}
will start up Tuesday morning of thi»
week, as announced last week.

,lallyi 3M F- *··
*., 'lAlly; iOM P.

rr>·1 ,,Γ Vreachlng
1

Mr. and Mrs. Walter French of Portland are guests at George D. Robert
son's.

Wallace A. Clifford of the class ol
190$ will return to Bates College tbii
week for his last year there.

Sundayί
sun-lay ouly.
CHL'KCHKS.
Rev. A. K. Baldf, ..nzre»:attonal Church,

„

Bue Ball.

Miss S. M. Wheeler, accompanied b]
Mrs. Heidner, bas gone to Boston aftei
her fall stock of millinery.

orricK.

7 :» A. ». to 7:30 P. «.
οΛα Hour.:

Γ"

MIm Florence Buswell of Norway la il
the dental office ol Dr. C. L. Book.

A lively party
people enjoyed

of about twenty young
a corn roast in the
pasture back of Highland Cottage Satur*
day evening. The party was arranged
practically on the spur of the moment by
Regular
Charles E. Merrill and Lewis A. Keen.

plays.

Delano had the better of Adams in
pitching, but poor support at critical
times placed Adams in some bad holes,
and was more responsible for Norway's
defeat than be was.
In the last of the first inning Cole and
Emery ran together in going after a fly
ball back of first base, and Cole was laid
out for a~~short time, Lowell taking his
place for one inning until be recovered.
Although both teams had men on
bases in the opening inning, neither
scored until the last of the fourth.
mon, the first batter, was safe on L.
Rowe's error, Pike sacrificed him to second, he went to third, when Rich struck
out and scored on Shaw's error on Titcomb's hit. Titcomb stole second and
by good base running scored on Perkins'
bit into right field, which Emery fielded
very poorly. Anderson went out, Ridlon to Shaw.
West Paris came back in their half of
Price
the fifth, with two men out.
made an error on L. Rowe's ground ball,
and this was followed by clean hits by
Ridlon, Delano, Farnum and N. Rowe.
These with errors by Perkins and Adams
gave West Paris five runs before it was
retired. West Paris was unable to score
again, a fine throw by Libby to the plate,
cutting off what looked like a good
chance for more runs in the eighth.
Norway could do nothing after the
fourth inning until the ninth. Pike led
off in this inning with a single, but was I
forced by Rich, Titcomb then made the
best hit of the game, scoring Rich from
first and he reached second, he went to
third on Perkins' out and was left there,
Anderson striking out.
The score:

No. tH.
t ν Μ —Part* Lodge,
•■t.lay evening on or before full moon
·. * _viount Mica Lodge. regular meet
.·,
r,: ι ,ν evening of each week—Aurora
:
... tirst and third Monday evenings

V

®f

The regular meeting of the W. C. T.
U. will be at Mrs. Lucelia Morton's
Thursday afternoon, Sept. 12, at 3
\kmnt fleseani Rebekah Lodge, No. o'clock.
A splendid programme has
..oond md fourth Friday· of each been
by Mrs. Morton on
prepared
11
No. 143,. meets Temperance Work in Maine, and deleλ
each
of
evening·
gates are to be chosen for the state conartanl t ir.1 Saturday
Ladles of the G. A. vention which meets in Lewiston Sept.
of 18, 19, 20.
A large attendance is desired
:ir>t ia-1 third Saturday evenings
»
tn Grand Aimi Hall.
from May 1 to Oct.1,
Advertised
letters in South Paris post
Grange,
:
-Paris
ι
e,j·
Saturday; during the office
tn t thirl
,.
Sept. S, 1907 :
In

g·?;.:

rK.lKlmbaUPoet,

Gam-1

ew""'h
..

; V

:he year, meets every

"ι^ολΙ' ο'—Second
m;

and fourth

Saturday,

Mon.lay·

Mr. Arthur Bo wort.
Mrs. Annie Walker.
Mrs. Izora Williams.
MIse Marlon Turner.
C. A. Rttcbion.
Miss Helen E. Nute.
Mrs. Margaret Heamly.
ills» Elna Campbell.
S. F.

of

i; jr,V

t

e

ot

r

{».—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
.il an.l fourth Wednesday eveclngt
Lo.lge.No, 31, meets every
Pythian Hall.

Hamlin

>
s.

venlng

at

state fair,
It Λ.ο a hard une on the
but it Vtved the crops.
Waldo Pettengill of Kumford
lits 11th Paris Thursday.
f,

Davis,

Postmaster.

Mrs. A. M. Whitman got a bad fall at
the Graod Trunk station, early Saturday
afternoon. She had gone into the ladies'
toilet room, and while she was there
some men who were at work on the
visited last water
Dr D M Stewart was
pipes, not knowiug there was anyof
Joshua
Stewart,
week by '-its father,
one about, took up a trap door in the
Hoor to get into the space beneath
Law iston.
to the Stepping into the trap without discoverMr< L'eter Kane went Friday
at Lew- ing that it was open, Mrs. Whitman got
Centr.i Maine General Hospital
a bad jar, though no bones were brokeu.
iston f»r treatment.
She was taken home, and is now conwere I
Mr tnd Mrs. Harold T. Briggs
fiued to her bed, but no serious conseii with Mrs. Briggs' mother,
in ι. «
quences have as yet developed.\
Mr*. Lunt, over Sunday.
KING DISTRICT.
Mr·. «forge Wise has recently return-1
the past few days is helpof
rain
The
Mrs.
e<i t: ni a visit to her sister,
ing the crops wonderfully in this vicinity.
Hemm n^way, at Milton.
Charles Kimball's sister from Bethel
Mis> Louise Sherman of Newtonville,
Alton made them a visit at his home recently.
M i- lias been the guest of Mrs.
< Whit tit for a few days.
Mr Harry King is having a well dug
his cottage near Ferdinand King's.
< i;
stevens is the new clerk at F.N. at
Eddie Shaw and T. F. Thibodeau are
Wr;i: 1:" s. taking George Clark's place,
doing the work.
be attei.'iing this term of school.

|
|

>

Lusina|

Wil! .m K. Holmes has gone to New
liritaii). Conn., where he is to teach
in the high school for the com.viet;

Lowell,

Temple,
their regular

meetings Thursday
at 7:o0. All members

present.

Mrs. Wallace Ryerson recently returned fr> m Ottawa, and Mrs. Archie Cole
her. Mr. Cole was here
aci' -upanied
for a short time last week.

u

Cole, 2-b
Emery, r.f
Killings, c.f.
Shaw. 1-b
L. Rowe, 3 b
RM Ion, e.g.
Delano, ]>

Totals

n.H. P.O. A.
0
4
1
1
2
112
ο
2
ο
l
0
0
13
111
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
18
1113
0
4
1
1
5
1
1
1

A.B.
4
4
ο
">
4
4
4
4
4
4

K.

37

5

8

27

20

NORWAY.

Unknown.
Deeds by Some
Iu that part of South Paris village
Avenue
where Skilliogs
begins to
meander from Pleasant Street toward
Gothic, there was exciteuieut betweeu
Sand 4 o'clock Friday morning.
*'Get out of that corn?" came the
fierce command from one window.
"Get out of that garden! There isn't
anything therefor you!" came the equally tierce command from the window of
another house.
It may be well to explain here tbat
sneak thieves have been making rather
free with "garden sass" in that vicinity
of late, and the people at the windows,
bearing a great commotion among the
hens somewhere near, supposed that
souie marauder was about and the fowls
were resenting his presence.
After a while the noise quieted down
and the parties who had been roused,
after some conversation across the back
yards, went off to sleep again.
In the morning it was revealed what
quieted the hen», as nine belonging to
Elmer L. Aldrieh were lying dead in the
yard of his poultry house on Skillings
Avenue. They had been partially skinned by some animal, and the place where
the animal got into the yard was revealed by the wire feucing having been
pulled up out of the way.
Then it was discovered that five large
chickens belonging to W. B. Webster
had suffered the same fate in his yard
back from Pleasant Street, and the place
where the miscreant got in also showed
in the fence there. Something more
was discovered
here, in the form of
tracks in the soft ground which were
apparently those of a small dog.
Two hens belonging to Walter L. BonX. Haskell's,
ney, in the rear of Ε.
where Mr. Bonney lives, were killed aud
mutilated in the same manner that

Herbert Perkins has lost his horse.
The animal was dead in the stall Thursin•lay morning, without anything to
dicate the cause.
llamlm
Pythian Sisters, will
res ,!«>■

Farnum, l.f
N. Rowe, c

Fowl

ing year.

evening Sept. 12,
are ur^ed to be

WEST Γ A It I-3.

Howard Hammond, wife and daughter, from Livermore Falls, made their
uncle, Amos Canwell, and family, a visit
of a few days recently.

health.

I
Addreaa, The Mother Gray Co., Le Boy, Ν. T.
same
arrangements have been
made for trains as for the past two or
three years. Special trains leave South
Born.
Paris going in both directions, at ο
«». ».
o'clock p. m. on the second and third
In South Parle, Sept. 4, to the wife of Dr. C. L.
Buck, a eon.
days of the fair.
7.Ό0 P. M.
,
Ιηκ.
,
In We«t l'art», Sept. 9, to the wife of Clarence
The programme of the three day
Methodist Church, Rev. C Λ. Brooke, Paster. G. Morton, a daughter.
as follows:
Preaching eervlce, 10 30 Λ. M.; ®abbath School,
In
Boxbury, Sept. 2, to the wife of Bodolph
12Λ0 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7HX> P.M., Peterson, a aon.
claee meeting
yiasx pay.
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening;
In Andover, Aug. SI, to the wife of Bay ThuraIn the forenoon, entering and_ arranging atoc
Friday evening. Epworth League, SunMay ton, a ion.
evening, 6Λ0 P. M.
and articles for exhibition
Paator.
In the afternoon, races. Band
Baptist Church, Rev. K· 8. Cotton,
··
00 p. u. Baby Show. BaeeBaii·
Preaching eervlce, 10 30 A. M.; Sabbith School,
evenlng7P.
low
w
Married.
12:00 M.: Prayer Meeting, Sunday
1:30 p.m. Drawing horses (In pair·),
M., Wednesday evening, 7:80.
<"■ ρ·"·'·liM w
STATED MKKTIMOB.
In Weit Pari·, Sept. 9, by Bev. Iaabella 8.
Mlaa j
F. & A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge, Macduff, Mr. Fred B. Smith of Norway and
or
on
Evening
Blanche Penley of West Pari·.
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday
SECOND DAY.
In Waterfoni, Aug. SO, by Bev. George P. Ful·
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
or 1er, Mr. Charlc· II. Bradford of Llvermore Fall·
No. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening, on
before full moon. Oxford Council, R^ S-M·. and Ml·· Maude J. Glbbe of Auburn.
moon. Oxford Lodge.
In Norwav, Sept. 4, by Bev. S. G. Davie, Mr
full
after
Friday evening,
after Chan G. Phllbrook of Portland and Mise FanNo. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening
teams and herds.
nie L. Jordan of Norway.
9 30 A M. Committee·' examination In Nos. 7
In Norway, 8ept 2, by Bev. Fr. Healey, Mr.
F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
to 15 Inclusive.
-,ιΛη
in no χ m
Allother committees' examination. In Odd Fellows' Half, every Tuesday Evening. Hector Rllodeau and Mies Emma Buteau, both
Odd of Norway.
In
meets
No.
owner.
21,
G«en horses shown by
Wlldey Encampment,
In Norway, Sept. 4, by Bev. B. S. Bldeout, Mr.
Fellows' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Even·
11 :OJ A. M. Work horete.
In ire of each month· Mt. Hope Bebekah Lodge, Elon L. Brown and Miss Harriet C. Oxnard,
each
of
third
and
Friday
both
of Norway.
«·«· »■0 ·»- ·»'
ι No. SS, meets on flrst
In Danfortb, Aug. 28, by Rev. J. A. Weed, Dr.
Drawing .were.
P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block Lester Hall Trufant of Norway and Misa MaΑ. Ο. Noyés belle Hodnett of Danfortb.
THIRD DAY.
every Thureday E venin ic. υ. R.»
each
In North Waterford, Aug. 19, by Rev. George
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday ofsecond
P.
8.,
S3.
P. Fuller, Mr. Bert Kendall of Lovell and Miss
9 W ADrawing oxen, β ft. β In. and under. month. Lake Assembly, No. each
I
month.
of
A. McAllister of Eaat 8toneham.
under.
Marion
and
5
In.
7
ft.
and
fourth
evenings
oxen.
Friday
Drawing
In Norway, Sept. 2, by Bev- 8. G. Davis, Mr.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
10 00 a. m. Parade of premium stock.
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Ha.i. Lester Vincent Ashton and Miss Lotta Shannon I
In Richardson, both of Norway.
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 54, meets
In Mexico, Sept 4. by Rev. M. S. Howes, Mr.
New G. A. R. Hall on the flrst Tuesday Evening
Drawing oxen, sweepstakes.
Oscar Twltchell of Weat Milan, Ν. II., and Miss
Gent's driving horses.
C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon- Flossie Beedy of Mexloo.
1 :imi p.m. Annual meeting of society.
In Rucksport, Sept. 4, Mr. Alton Austin of
IlHCOe.
Lodge, No. 177, meets In Mexico and Miss Grace Grant of Bucksport.
Onler of exercise» may be changea.
In Canton, Sept. 2, by Rev. Jobn M. Paige, Mr.
New G. A.R. Hall, on the flrst and third WedCharles E. riutchlnsoL. of Hartford anu Mra.
The races are as follows:
neslav evenings of each month.
O. U. A. M.—Norway and South ParlsCouncll, Lizzie A. Cummlngs of Canton.
FIR9T DAY.
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday

Titcomb, 2-b.....
Perkins, c
Anderson, r.f.

A.B.
4
3
4
4
3
4
4
4
4

Totale

34

Price, 3-b
Libby, l.f
Adams, ρ
Ciaiiimon.l-b
Pike, β.β
Rich, c.f

Score
1 2

Paris,
Norway
West

υ

«

B.II. P.O. Α.
4
12
1
4
1
0
4
0
0
0
0
10
114
0
10
10
4
3
2
1
ο
5
ο
1
0
0
1
0

Κ.
0

0
0

0

2

by in Dings.
3

4

5

6

ο

0

5

0

7
0

27

ÎS S:£

SS&n

"κϊ'οί

l9*(M)lA0MCe

|

''WôftUakesld·

Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
T'Sfp. F.—Elm
evenings of each
fourth

aftebnoon.

P^£pj"~·|75·

2-year-old class, trot and
1 :50 class, trot and pace.-Purse. fioo.
2 :2Q class, trot and pace.—Purse, »-w.

second and

""υ!

Family Washing a Specialty.

are

here

for you to

See, Try On,

Buy.

or

NOTICE.
Brown Held, Maine, August 26,1807.
If
ready for your Fall Suit we're
All person· are hereby forbidden truitlng
order,
to show you the new ideas in colorings
anyone on my acconnt without a written
ready
as I ehall pay no billa after date nnleaa so orderFRANK A. GREY.
and the latest cut.
ed.

you're

BUY EARLY.

Hillinery Store
For Sale.

Don't allow the choicest things

to

slip

away

higher than the quality
bargain
$20,
$18,
$17, $16, $15, $14, $13,
of millinery, fancy goods, dolls, toys, justifies.
$13,
$10,
to·
$5.
$7.50,
and
fixtures,
etc., store furniture
I offer at

my

a

stock from you.

new

my good will in
established business, as I am
from commercial life.

gether with

a

well

retiring
3<>*39

MAINE.

BUCKFIELD,

For 5ale.

not

a

gas
few months,

a

Necessity,

a

Luxury.

We have the new
The most serviceable garment for all seasons.
as low as $10, but the majority of customers prefer to

Fall Rain Coats

pay

acetylene

no

A Rain Coat is

Murch,

rirs. L. K.

Prices

more

and get the better

ones

Fall Hats

at

$12, $15, $16, $17, $iS.

are now

in Stock.

Desirable Residence for Sale.

JIM.

01

17

8

&-ToUl.

0

0— 5

prices.

Large

coming

Exhibition of the

Sixty-fifth

Sept.

CdUnty

S™. Kio.

F. H. NOYES CO.

»DV,Je<J

the]

wae

well

there was much rain during
the week several of Norway's team owners visited Lewiston with their horses to
take part in the state fair.
The members of Oxford Lodge, No.
18, F. and A. M., and their families are
of Grounds.
WHEELER, South Paris,
anticipating a very pleasant and enjoy- W.
of Hall.
able gathering on the evening of the C. F. MILLETT, Norway,
13th of September when the centennial
of Horses.
ANDREWS and T. P. RICHARDSON,
of the lodge will be fittingly observed at Ε. E.
of Cattle.
W. LIBBY, L. E. McINTIRE,
the Opera House. Only the members of E. W. PENLEY,
the lodge with their families will be admitted on account of the limited accomweek.
modations for the entertaining of the If the weather is unfavorable, to be carried forward through the
served at
company. A banquet will be
0:30 p. M., to be followed by other
Trains on Grand Trunk
features.
list
of
corrected
the
is
The following
tho teachers for the fall term for the

Although

September 17, 18,
J.

showed hearty appreciation.

teacher

Supt.

Supt.

Supts.

J.

Supts.

Railway.

Special

|

PROGRAMME.

village schools:

the Programme!
and the audience

upon

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,

Streets.

number

^Every number
executed

FALL 1907
19.
New Coats.

SoutH Paris and. IVorway,

place,

upon the programme was followed by "Morning Invitation" bv a chorus of young voices;
Mariorie Chandler singing the solo and
Misses Hilda and Marjorie Chandler the

Norway.

(2 Stores,)

South Paris,

grounds

n"™j

duet. Mrs. Burnham was accompanist,
and the children had been careful!}

!

Apply

JAMES

ZyTave

Fall Furnislaings.

equipments

centrally

D°The

PUThe'opening

0

0
2
l

Soft Hats.

Many

thoroughly

For Rent.

pacc.-Purse,».^·

Piano Recital.
0
1
The Bethel pupils of Mrs. Stella W.
1
2 Burnhain of South Paris Rave a most
11
pleasing recital Aug. 30. About eighty
O.j invitations were issued. The parlor cu
the M. E. vestry was made charmingly
hnmnlike with feme, cut flowers and
little touches of daintiness which only
Ε. |
feminine hands know how to arrange.
0 ! The audience room was thrown open to
1
accommodate a part of the guests and
2

$3.

Capt.

[

High. Principal—P. E. Hathaway.
Sub.master—W. H. Stanley.
Assistants-Myrtle M. Blackwood, Caro K.
BeverHge, lva L McArdle.
for exhibition.
Ninth Grade—Harriet Abbott.
In the forenoon, entering and arranging stock and articles
Seventh and Eighth Grades—Grace M. Dudley.
Sixth Grade—Melvlna Green.
In the afternoon, races. Band concrrt.
Fifth Grade-Alice D. Gammon.
Base Ball.
2 :oo P. M.—Baby Show.
Foutth Grade—Irene F. Ilazen.
1000 to iaro pounds.
Third Grade—Hattle E. Cragln.
ι :3ο p. M.—Drawing horses (in pairs),
Gardner.
Middle Primary—Gertrude
1200 to 1400
horses (in
Lower Primary—Lizzie O. Lasselle.
Drawing
over.
and
in.
6
Upper Primary—Annie M. Jenne.
ft.
oxen,
7
Drawing
Alvin ϋ. ScriDner was sonrenceu in
to
for
intoxication
the Municipal Court
»ixty days in Paris jail. Michael Corbin
for the same offenco at the same time Band concert.
For same
was shut up for thirty days.
General exhibition of neat stock and horses.
offence Frank W. Carnes paid a fine,
of Town Teams and Herds.
9:00 A. m.—Committees' Examination
first offence, of $5 and costs.
in Nos. 7 to 15 inc'usive.
Examination
m.—Committees'
a.
9:30
Hazel Foster is with relatives at Old
I
1
10 :oo A. M.—All other Committees' Examination.
Town for a few days.
Fred E. Everett of Boston made his 10:3ο a. M.—Green horses shown by owner.
Norway friends a call this week. Mr. 11 :oo a. m.—Work horses.
Everett is in the real estate business.
ι :oo p. m.—Races.
I. C. Perkins, during the summer
under. Drawing steers.
ι :oo P. m.—Drawing oxen, 7 ft. 6 in. and
months in charge of the Episcopal
church in this village, returned to his
studies in New York the first of the

|

First

Second

Third

Band concert.
9

yll

°/

Îears

pounds.

10:00 a.
A.

10:30
ι

Day.

:oo p.

—

Drawing
Drawing

Our New Dress Goods

find many good bargains
In the latter we can also
show you a VERY LARGE SAMPLE LINE in case you
do not find what you wish in our stock.
Remember the place,

are
as

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

Men's Fall Hats.

7 ft.

Order of exercises may be

Drawing

oxen,

Correct Styles.

changed.

Our autumn styles in Men's
Soft and Stiff Hats
,are now in.

Programme of Races.
FIRST

Day.

AFTERNOON.

class, trot and pace.—Purse, $75. 2 :5ο class, trot and pace.
Purse, $100. 2:20 class, trot and pace.—Purse $200.

2-year-old

SECOND

3-year-old

$175.

Purse,

pace.—Purse, $100. 2:3ο class, trot
trot and pace.—Puree, $200.

2123 class,

THIRD

The Premier self-conforming hat is a very desirable
derby, fitting the head per-

DAY.

AFTERNOON.

class, trot and

and pace.

DAV.

fectly, price $2.50.

FORENOON.

Gents'

Driving Horses.—Purse, $35.

AFTERNOON.

2:35 class, trot and pace.—Purse, $150.
Purse, $200. Free-for-all, trot and

3:27 class,

trot

pace.—Purse, $250.

You Will Need to Fix Up

a

The Manhattan Derby at

and pace.

$2.00.

We have the

Little

Hats, price 50c.

for the Fair.

I have

a

nice line of Brushes, Combs and

haps you will need

or

per-

.

a

New

■

Cards,

JAMES N. FAVOR, KsF«CKK

That is what

our

customers say who have

used PEROLIN.

Perolin

Δ

THE

a

small

profit

BIG

from the sale of the

and you get

OF

THE

GOODS.

FROM

l|
11

I

Furnisher,

SOUTH PARIS, ME.
31 Market Square,

Telephone

ΙΟβ-3.

SOROSIS
all kinds

you buy Soroeis

By

J. P. Richardson,

yhe

F. PLUMMER,

and

article,

PROFIT

SUPERIORITY

For Sale

■

J.

to $1.00.

Oxfords,
We bave a fall line of Sorosis Shoes, in Boots, Pumps
all styles and the price is 93.50 and
of Leather. Patent, Oun Metal and Vici,
are the best goods made to-day for the price.
•4.00, and let us say right here they
in every part of the country.
This is acknowledged by all shoe manufacturers
the best style lasts, have
The makers of the Sorosis use the best stock, have
of their shoes and
the
construction
in
most
the
particular
the best workmen, are
We are aware that
make the best goods that can be made for 13.50 and $4.00.
know whereof we speak.
these are strong statements but they are facts we
and save money if
Ladies you will have comfort, a perfect fit, the right style
Shoes. We control the sale of them in this vicinity.

Perolin
I get

to $2.00.

Boots, Pumps and Oxfords.

Perolin

THË"rËNEWAL

in Soft

Caps of many styles and colors,

KTorway, Maine.

"AS GOOD AS GOLD!"

leading styles

Fall

prices 25c.

Harness.

I have a big line of both sale and custom made harness,
both single and double.

Ol Main flit.·

i

■

oxen, 6 ft.

oxen,

constantly arriving and you will
as fine styles among them.

well

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,

Day.

6 in and under.
2 in. and under.
M—Parade of premium stock.
m.—Base Ball. Drawing horses, sweepstakes.
sweepstakes. Genu' driving horses.
m.—Annual meeting of society. Races.

:oo a. m.

We have just received one of1
the largest and finest lines of Ladies', Misses', and Children's Coats
we have ever shown, ranging in
price from $6.00 to $35.00.

Day.

pairs),

^iimner,

1

The New Fall and Winter Suite

First-class work done.

Victoria 30-light
machine. Used only

Died.

Wednesday

P**»]g·

Thursday, leaving

Ο 0020000-1—3
Earned run?, ο. Two-base-hlt, Tltcomb. first
bane on balls, off Adams 1 ; off Delano 0. Struck
Lett on bases,
out, by Adams 2; by Delano 4.
Norway 6; West Paris 7. Double pliys. Adams
to Pike to Garenion ; Emery to Shaw. First base
lilt by
on errors, Norway 5; West Paris 6.
l>it('he'l ball, by Attains 1. Umpire, Nevers.

ée

MANAGER.

0ÎWJR.

j

jhe

EDWARD C. BEAN,

fUi! 0.°0?

12 & 1:Ï!

HERE TO 5EE OR
HERE TO BUY.

Hebron, Maine.

concert.

That the
interest and work of the pupils and
had been mutual was very ev
dent. Mrs. Bradbury was warmly welThere will be a rehearsal of the initiaScorer, Thayer.
coraed to her native place, where she is
tors degree of Mt. Mica Lodge Tuesday
be
3.
will
KEDD1NG
|
always a favorite, and she kindly reMOUNTAIN
STREAKEU
the
and
6;
degree
at
7:30,
evening
to the hearty applause given
sponded
at
ball
worked Thursday evening.
was
an
There
game
interesting
The programme rendered so well
her
the high school grounds Saturday after[toward G. Wheeler, who has a poa credit to both teacher and pupils.
was
noon between the above named teams.
ii with the New
st
England Telephone
PROGRAMME·
Some local players were used to fill
Co.. with headquarters at Burliugton.
Englemann
March, 4 hands,
vacancies on each team.
Vt, is at home for a vacation.
Misa Davl«, Mine Mareden.
Vea/.le
be
a lot of base ball in this Chorus,—Morning Invitation,
will
There
of
I)r and Mrs. J. W. Davis
Van Gael
Two teams will be Plecola, 4 hands,
this
wçek.
L.
Buck,
C.
village
Mrs.
Arno.
Hazel
Hazil Bate*,
visited their daughter,
made up in the high school; the classes M'lltary March,
Miss Myrtle Buck
a f.-w days last week.
Francis Mills.
of HH)$ and li>10 playing against the j
for a visit.
home
them
accompanied
the Lights Are Low,
Englciuann
classes of 1901» and 1911. A series of ! When
Mareden.
Edith
two and The Robin's
The woman'.* Baptist missionary meetseven games will be
played,
Krogman
Lullaby,
of
Guy Kendall.
in.;, postponed last week on account
perhaps three of which will be played
March, 4 hands,
Streabhog
the storm, will be held with Mrs. A.
this week on Monday and Wednesday At SchoolMarlon LUtlehale, Hazel Arno.
! I all Tuesday afternoon of this week.
and possibly Thursday at about 4 o'clock. Little l'atrlot,
Krogman
Wilfred Foetcr.
Λ collection will be taken at the games,
W. D. Clark is makiug quite a differHeart's
Karoly
Dee're,
and the money used for the benefit of j (a) Le Carillon,
and giving
Klnguet
ence in the looks of his store
(b)
team next spring. These
school
tbe
red
Mareden.
it
Roland
high
it
gay appearance by painting
KarlKlebcr
fine ! Mignonette,
I
games will give Capt. Titcomb a
week.
with cream trimmings aud green blinds.
Ernestine Phllbrook.
to pick out the best ma- j
opportunity
A company consisting of Carl Fobs,
Gavotte,
Krogman
Fairy Queen
W rk has begun on the grading and
to
class
freshman
fill'the;
terial in the
Hazel liâtes.
Knox Bickford, Nelson McAllister and
the
Ofth
-n:· m thing of the park border on
three vacancies caused by graduation, | Hop Scotch,
Charles Pike have leased the Tarr cot-1
It was
Elmon Jordan.
Park.
Moore
of
side
will
team
Street
a
fine
j
that
is
High
and it
expected
lleeeelberg tage for a week and are enjoying life by
If I was a Rose,
plotted up early last week, but the
Mrs. Bradbury.
represent the school next season.
the lake side.
Voye
weather caused a suspension of the work
On Tuesday afternoon at 4 o'clock the Flatterroechen, β hands,
Howard B. Young, Fred A. Cole,
Mies Davie, Miss Andrews, Mrs. Fox.
for a while.
K. of P. team expects to play a team I
Cadman Frank Mann, Llewellyn H. Cushman, P.
Thoughts,
Twilight
from the Paris Lodge of Masons and on ;
Dnrrle Frost.
S. Walker, and W. C. Brown visited
Harold E. Hebbard, who has been in night.
Krogman
some
In addition to these rather widely Friday the K. of P. team has promised Ride of the Stomi Witches,
a drug store in Lynn, Mass., for
Bridgton Monday evening and received
Miss
Davis.
there was trouble to play the game with the 1 O. O. P.
Wilson the Masonic degree from Oriental Cotntime, has gone into the drug btisiuess separated pointe,
Chattel.
Wayside
on
Friother
in some
places team which they refused to play
Miss Springer.
f<>r himself in that city, and bis brother, among the poultry
mandery, K. T., No. 22.
Brown
but no other killing has day of last week.
(a) l'lxle's Good Nlirht,
The remains of Mrs. Charles CarpenWaldo Π eh bard, has gone there and is that same night,
Krogman
Butterflies,
Chasing
(b)
that
one
is
It
of.
reported
been heard
m the store as clerk.
Hazel Arno.
ter, late of Providence, Π. I., were
n>an chased an animal which he thought
»
Ollendorf
Reverie, »pus 37,
Resolutions of Respect.
brought here for interment in Pine
Miss I'laleted.
Hamlin Lodge, K. of P., will rehearse was a small bulldog.
Grove Cemetery Wednesday.
has again Southein Breezes Waltz,
Death
The
Preston
evenWhereas,
reaper
w rk of the third degree Tuesday
The offender has not yet been disMr. and Mrs. Charles Ingalle of Lynn,
Marjorle Green.
entered our field, and passing lightly
ing .it : JO. Members of the team are covered, but if he should be it is safe to
Albert Blehl Mass., were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Who will Dance with Me,
the
over the heads of ripened grain, has callin
Work
1111 la Chandler.
rt-'inested to be prompt.
this week.
say ho will be dealt with summarily.
ed one of our lovely (lowers, Sister Ma- March, 4 hands,
Schwalm Τ. H. Sawin
third will be exemplified Friday evening,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Noyes of RoalinErnestine Phllbrook, Hazel Arno.
toira
refreshBillings;
Day
which
after
light
Sept. 1:5th,
Wenzel dale, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Eve,
Twenty-third Maine Reunion.
Resolved, That Franklin Grange has Bells at Christmas
ments will be served.
Mrs. Ethel Heselton.
and daughter pf Brookline, were
Regiment lost a worthy member, the citizens a The Dying Poet,
The Twenty-third Maine
Gottschalk Noyes
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Heath
At Mrs. Ella Burbank's on High Association held its thirteenth annual true frieud, her parents an affectionate
Miss Davie.
Warren Saturday.
The company made the trip
>treet, n-xt Thursday afternoon at 1 :.'50, reunion at Custer Post Hall, Lewistnn, daughter, her husband a congenial and Song of the Brook,
Edith Mareden.
in their steam touring car.
Λ
was soldiers' day at the loving companion.
»rge ijuantitv of personal property
This
xd.
Sartorlo
Sept.
(a) Mazurka,
R. K. Morrill's horse became frightenwill he sold at auction by Albert D. state fair, and the association had planBachmann
Resolved, That wo extend our heart- (b) Cendrlllon,
Marion Llttleliale.
ed near S. J. Record's shop Wednesday
I *rk. auctioneer.
The goods to be sold ned to attend the fair in a body, but as felt
to the husband and parsympathy
Macy and ran into Simeon Yeaton's wagon.
Good Night, Little Girl,
inciuile furniture of various kinds, car- the
Mrs. Bradbury.
day was stormy and nothing doing, ents who so sadly miss her. We know
Yeaton's wagon and harness were someMoza
penter's bench and tools, dishes, etc.
she still lives and will meet her dear Figaro's Hochzert, β hands,
this part of the program was omitted.
Mrs. Burnhum, Miss Mareden, Miss Davis.
what broken but no one was injured.
This association has as far as known ones when the Master calls them to
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Everett, George
L. Kimball and son
After the recital ice cream and cake | Mrs. Merton
The Twenty-third loave their tabernacles of clay.
Β ( rockett and Ernest P. Crockett are 225 members living.
and Houghton have returned from a visit
and
men from
of
be
served
charter
were
our
made
That
draped
many
complimente
was
the
largely
Maine
up
Resolved,
among those who have visited
at Ellsworth.
of age, so tbat now all in mourning for thirty days, a copy of congratulations were given Mrs. Burn- with Mrs. Kimball's people
Dominion fair at Sherbrooke, Quebec, 20 to 33 years
Harriman of F. P. Stone's drug
our ham and her pupils, who had worked so
and a these resolutions spread
Ralph
line,
three-score
the
upon
have
Crocketts.
The
passed
•luring the past week.
a two weeks' vacation.
are well up towards the fourrecords, a copy sent to the family of tbe faithfully to make the evening a success, I store is enjoying
after spending a day at the fair, made a good many
Charles L. Hathaway and Dr. F. E.
and a copy sent to the Oxford and the result proved that their efforts
mark.
score
deceased,
night.
to
Saturday
trip
Quebec, returning
Drake attended the Peak's Island Comwere well rewarded.
President Conant called to order at 11 Democrat for publication.
mandery banquet the first of the week.
M us. Martha E. Davis, ) Committee
Five of the thirteen members of the o'clock. Prayer was offered by Chaplain
on
George A. Kenerson attended state
State Conference of Charities and
Ronei.lo C. Davis,
class which graduated from Paris High Brann. On account of the storm only
fair at Lewiston where he sold jewelry,
) Resolutions.
Mrs. Emily J. Felt,
Corrections.
School last year, 1900, are planning to about thirty members responded to the
etc.
w^in a college course this fall. Miss roll call. The storm reminded us of our
The invitation to the state conference |
Harry A. Packard of the Boston Post
M ie M. Field and Miss Carrie M. Clifford first night upon the Potomac in the fall
Six hundred pounds of pickerel and of charities and corrections at Auburn,
with his
was in town over Sunday
will euter Hates, Messrs. Merton R. of '62.
merchants
October 21st to 22d, is a general one. mother, Mrs. Hattie Packard. He has
perch oonsigned to Boston
The secretary's report showed that was seized from express cars attached to All are invited to attend. From
Robert W. Wheeler and Chester
present an excellent position and likes much.
jL Merrill will enter the University of twenty-five of our number have gone one of the trains from the east at Port- indications a
large number of the pastors
Samuel IL Hayden and family returnMaine.
over the river to join the Grand Army land Tuesday, by game wardens, who of
churches, and volunteer charitable ed to their home in Haverhill on Moncall.
tbe
on the other side since our last roll
uncovered
have
operaclaim they
workers will be present. A large numA new road will be laid out by the
Letters containing cash and many re- tions of a well organized gang of market ber of institutions have already signified day.
from the
Mre. H. L. Bartlett, daughter, and
to be
selectmen on the 21st, leading
grets that they were not able
fishermen who havo been depleting their intention of sending delegates.
Winona Stearns, are visiting with Mrs.
highway over Durell Hill to the Durell present at this reunion were received Maine waters, either by dynamite or
one of the sessions the subject for
At
J. F. Stearns, In
cemetery. This is done on petition aud read as a part of the secretary's re- nets. This is the third seizure of the discussion is, "What a city should do Bartlett's mother, Mrs.
Lovell.
<'t members of the cemetery association.
A. 8. Perham and kind within a week, the aggregate
Comrades
from
port,
for a widow with five children, without
Anthoine A. Leferrier reports a very
As is kr >wn to those familiar with Granville Fernald of Washington, D. C.,
amount of pickerel and perch being means of support, unable to work bevisit with his son Fred at Berpleasant
situation, the cemetery lies at a and Comrade B. D. Bryant of Kansas Ι,βόΟ
boxes
the
containing
All
a
What it costs such
cause of sickness.
pounds.
Ν. H., Sunday. Fred is surveyor
tance
"everal rods from the road, City, Mo. Comrade Richards of Gridley. the fish
lin,
were shipped from Princeton, a
family to live decently." This subject
the Burgees Sulphite Company with
and there is no right of way to it, passCaiif., met with us for the first time. small town in Washington county. The will be discussed by men who have had aforcrew
under him of seven men.
having been simply permitted in
Death the past year has taken away wardens will prosecute to the full extent
in
work
relief
of experience
city
Dr. and Mrs. L. Hall Trufant returnthem
the past.
some of our best members, among
of the law if the guilty parties are
It ie the purpose of the
ere in Maine.
ed from their wedding trip Tuesday. A
are Judge Bolster of Roxbury, Mass.,
committee to make the meeting extremecaught.
Ii. \\ Tapley, who has been proprietor
reception was given them at the M. E.
Ο. B. Poor of Andover. Judgt
as
well
as
interand
of the Ideal Laundry for some time, has Sergeant
helpful
ly practical
church on Thursday evening. The
lieutenant in Co. F, and
who
inventor
of the Bolster was
the
1 ®oet of the machinery
esting.
Block,
English
Capt.
church parlors were very pretty, and the
fsundry to Edward C. Bean, who has Sergeant Poor was second sergeant in started
It is expected that between 200 and
a powder factory in Portland and
reception, which was well attended, a
same company.
the
disat
250 delegates will be in attendance
was driven out as soon as tbe police
««en it to Hebron and will use it there,
most hearty ono. Music and refreshThe following officers were elected foi
which
the
who
knows
A
man
the conference.
covered it, lost his powder plant
under the name of Wayside Laundry.
ments were in order.
the
ensuing
year:
the
other
a
few
Maine
well
of
days state
said,
pretty
he had located in Gorham,
w the intention of the South Paris
F. W. Sanborn has bad the Watson
Pnwl.lenl—Γ. A. Conant, Lewtoton.
since. Capt. Block was showing some day, that in his opinion there were fully house painted. George Pike was head
Savings Bank, which owns Davis Block
Klrot Vice Prvelilent—H. C. H«keU. Auburn
burn
who
in
Maine
would
workers
for
Waeh
250
run
tbe
give
S.
how
been
Perham.
friends
paid
*tiere the laundry has
powder
Secon.l VIce-l'reeMent-A.
painter on the work.
without exploding, when the wind blew their entire time to charitable and cor"«■me time, to remodel the rooms on the lnicton, D. C.
A quantity of household goods, carTreasurer—I a uiex Whtte, Auburn.
half a rectional work. At least half of the
of
about
a
into
some
Ktound floor of the building into offices.
pile
sparks
tools, etc., will be sold at aucpenter's
Secret iry—J. H. Barrows, Bethel.
The inventor was delegates, however, will be volunteer tion at Mrs. Ella Burbank's at South
reunioi ton of the powder.
next
the
of
time
and
The
for
place
The program of the Seneca Club
burned somewhat in trying to separate workers. The railroads have arranged Paris, Thursday afternoon at 1:30. Paris left with the officer# of the association
'•
the burning powder from the other, but reduced rates for the conference.
coming year has been prepared and
ticulars are given on bills.
club
The
» m the hands of the printer.
Tbe
no one else was at all injured.
a«
the
Personal.
meets Monday evenings, fortnightly,
Fred Bunker of North Sullivan, a
A Reliable Home Defender.
building and an automobile in which
Its program for each evening ol
stone outter, 35 years of age, was run
party had come were burned,
visiting
"An
the
that
truth
of
The
adage
e
over and instantly. killed by an electric
but there was no explosion.
coming season will consist of twc
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
C. A. Record, who was elected super
"re* Part '* a half-hour witb
car at Bangor Monday nigbt.
forced
has
beon
upon
cure,"
probably
M
ha
toddard, made up of readings from ont intendent of schools for Lewiston,
W. J. Wheeler will have an exhibit ol more people through the agenoy of "L.
A STRAIN.
The declined the election. He will remain ii ,
™ the Stoddard lectures of travel.
pianos,
,
player-pianos and organs, in tbe P." Atwood's Bitters than would readiin
thi
Vacation is over. Again the school
•*'<>nd ρ irt of the progam will be ar the position of superintendent
daring
Hall at South Paris,
ly be believed. And what is still more bell rings at morning and at noon, again
ani I Exhibition
comprising Abitgton
««ay on some topic connected with the district
Oxford Coanty fair. Everybody is in- remarkable is the fact that "L. F." At- with tens of thousands the hardest kind
ate of Maine. The first meeting of th« 1 Bridgewater, Mass., at an increase* I
and
instruments
these
vited to inspect
wood's remedy is equally as efficacious of work has
begun, the renewal of which
"o is on the evening of Oct. 7, witb salary.
I have some fine in its curing powers as it is as a presee the player-piano.
is a mental and physical strain to all exMcArdle.
and
hand
organi
in
second
of
siokness.
Thousands
trades
pianos
ventive
against
The reunion of the Seventh Maine Bal
cept the most rugged. The little girl
fail families have
with prices right. During the
W®H satisfied are the Ladies ol
depended upon the "L. that a few days ago had roses in hei
tery at the state fair grounds at Lewis
on any in- F." medicine as a household
made
be
will
for
the
follow
prices
remedy
A' R with their ,alr of
attended
special
by
and the little boy whose lipc
ton Tuesday was
j
th
in the hall or ware over half a century; and it is no ex- cheeks,
ursday afternoon and evening, which ing from Oxford County: John M. Bry struments exhibited
were then so red you would have insist
the attention
aggeration to say that few medicines ed that they had been "kissed by straw
entirely successful The sale wa< ant, West Paris; Algernon S. Chapman rooms that will be worthy
Paris.
e i1 m Urand
have averted more sickness or prevented
Army Hall, which wai Bethel; Pufus V. Farnum, Rumfon 1 of all. Billings Block, South
berries," havo already lost something ol
:
Don't wait until sick- the
and bunt
We· t
more suffering.
with
decorated
G.
Mason,
*
flags
Hezekiah
Center;
r'
appearance of health. Now is «
Atness comes before getting "L. F."
several tables arranged arounc Bethel;
"REGULAR AS THE SUN"
Winfield S. Starbird, Soutl »
time when many children should b<
t. β
t<
in
the
house
A
bottle
wood's Bitters.
were devoted respectively
Paria.
is an expression as old as the race. Nc
given a tonic which may avert muct
affords reliable protection. At the serious trouble, and we know of no othei
prons, food, miscellaneous, confection
doubt the rising and setting of the sut
rail
the
35c.
of
and ice cream. In spite
so highly to be recommended as Hood'i
is the most regular performance in tb< store,
To Fair Exhibitors.
w&ich poured most of the day, ther
it is the action of tb<
Sareapaiilla, which strengthens th<
Exhibitors at Oxford County Fair wi 1 universe, unless
*
the
trade through the afternoon
of
records
witt
to
the
when regulated
According
I nerves, perfects digestion and assimila
bear in miod that all entries clog β liver and bowels
anH
α a good
Guaranteed sheriff's office, there are 164 places in tion, and aids mental development bj
patronage in the evening a please
nooi ι, Dr. King's New Life Pills.
o'clock
12
at
Tuesday, Sept. 17th,
Portland where liquor is sold.
building up the whole system.
l*1** everything waa «old except
by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
for race·, which cloee Sept lOtt
Ah,
^'it loO.OO waa cleared.
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BLUE STORES.

α G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 347,
In Parle, Sept. 7, Mm. Jennie C. Tucker, aged and in first-class condition.
NOYES
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of 65
SECOND DAY.
For Derbies we have LAMSON & HUBBARD
years.
each month
C. GUY BUCK, South Paris.
In Fryeburg, Aug. 24, ΑΙόηζο Warren, aged 68 |
afternoon.
In
PRESIRyer·
BEDFORD
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets
DERBY,
DERBY
BOSTON
$2.25.
SPECIAL,
^
*»°°·
S-vear-old class, trot and
son hall, every Thursday evening, September to
In Fryeburg Center, Sept. 1, Suaan Rollins,
2 :30 class, trot and
flrst and thirl Thursday evenings, May to
DERBY
RolMay,
DENT
and
Melleaa
of
John
$2.
Cheeley
daughter
only
2 33 class, trot and pace.-Purse, f J*»·
September.
lins, ageuiS years.
In Providence, Β. I., Sept. 2, Mrs. Charles
THIRD DAY.
from
returned
H. N. Bolster homeStiles
P.
Moses
The
Lieut.
Carpenter, formerly of Norway, aged 57 years,
forenoon.
monthr, 2 days.
hie Ohio trip with the state rifle team
stead situated in South Paris village,
Gent»' driving horses.—Purse. $3·>·
Black and colors.
shapes and proportions. $t, 1.50, 2, 2.25, 3.
Monday.
finished, hot water heat
AFTERNOON.
the
of
term
Norway
The
September
2 X, class, trot and pwe.-Puree,
attached,
and all modern
Municipal Court was held on Tuesday at
257 clat-s, trot and
a two story house, ell and stable,
the office of Judge Jones.
Free-for-all. trot and pace.-Purse, #··*'·
Get in the
to
Always something in furnishings you are in need of.
A nice, clean little tenement.
located.
S. Jason Marr, who was operated upon
Entries for the races close Sept. 10.
at the old
assortment
for
some three weeks ago, was on the street
Adm.
them.
us
to
All other entries close bept. l(tn,
of
habit
S.
WRIGHT,
A. D. PARK.
the flrst of the week for the first time.
Frank H. Beck has moved the unsold
trustees have spared no Ρ»'" and
into the store
Fair,
expense to have this the best exhibition part of his stock in trade
When at the Oxford
17, iS, 19, you will be in
The grounds have formerly occupied by Merrill in the
ever had.
and
see us and leave your bundles
Call
our
stores.
at
want
of
something
been out in the best condition and they Noyes Block.
Frank It. Taylor has closed his lake
to believe that there will b.
with us.
in
is
now
He
the
seaswD.
than
for
the
cottage
alareer and better exhibition
society has ever had before, with favor- Portland.
1
E. C. Winslow will open his new
able weather. Everybody is
Main and Cotcome and see the Ferris wheel and1 mer- grocery store, corner of
formerly occury-go-round and enjoy the various enter- tage Streets,II.in the store
Beck, as soon as It can be
tainments the society will have on
pied by F.
between the villages of
On their
grounds. The trotting is expected to be fitted for his business.
O. A. Holden, formerly of Norway,
the best they have had for a
There will be special now residing at Auburn, was in town
ber of vears.
E.
|
01 trains east and west
Wednesday and this week looking after the sale of his
0
corner of Summer and Cottage
South Paris at G P. M.

|

|

Mr> F Κ. Merrv returne»! Friday from
at
the Central Maine General Hospital
in
Lewist ti. and is much improved
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Send Your Work to

W*m».

for

If you have palne In the back, Urinair, Bladder or Kidney trouble, and *ant a certain, pleasant herb euro for woman's Ilia, try Mother
Gray's 1οιΙι·)1ιβ·1μΤ. It I· a safe and
never-falling monthly rojçulator. At Drnralata
or by mall 50 cent·.
Sample package FRKK.

CHURCH*».
Scîîod'1 ConKirpillonal Church, Rer. Β. S.
Pastor.
Preaching service Sunday,
RMeout,
lu30 A. M.; Sabbath School, 12:00 M.; Y. P. 8.
C. K., Sunday Evening,630 P. M.; Social Meeting, 7 Λ) P. M. ; regular weekly Prayer Meeting,

J

<

Her· la

NORWAY.

County Fair Is Coming t
a week now to the county fair,
which will be held on Tneaday,. Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 17, 18 and
Only

house,

in sweeping your
EF\Join the Ranks and use PEROLIN Your
from
dust
neighbors will think
or
flying.
office
factory—it prevents
are
those
who
already in the Ranks.
more of you for using it, especially

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera
CASTORIA

House

Block, Norway, Maine.

Telephone
For Infants tod Chadrm.

Til Mad ÏIU Hill iUvift Blight

3.1 B-8.

T1*

J7

"""

Academy

Hebron

HOMEMAKEBS* COLUMN.

THE CARE OF LIVESTOCK.
If the testimony of great numbers of
the readers of The New-York Tribune

1804-1907.

Interest to the ladles
Is solicited. Address: Bdltor Homkmakirs'
South Parts, Me
Oxford
Democrat,
Column,

Correspondence

Farmer is a fair basis for the formation
of a correct opinion, then what is known
as its Veterinary Department is everywhere esteemed highly. It is, however,
more than a veterinary department Dr.
C. D. Smead, who has had charge of it
for more than five years, every week answers very many questions in regard to
the
every variety of livestock known on
American farm, not alone prescribing
medicine ana' treatment, but telling how
the diseases might have been prevented,
and laying down specific rules for feed
and care in health, in sickness and in
convalescence.
Every farmer keeps

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.
Thorough preparation for college and
scientific schools. Coarse· (or those
Modern
who cannot attend college.
baildings, steam heat, electric light, telteachers.
ephone, Ac. Efficient corps of
Physical instructor all the year. No better school anywhere for young men and
women to get training in mind and body.

Ml term begins Tuesday, September
10, 1907. For catalog and further information addrees. Principal W. E. Sar30-37
gent, Hebron, Me.

livestock—good

some

veterinarians

drapes and Peaches.

No. 224.—Missing

Letters.

A·*·*· la a sultry time;
M···* of most vacations,
W·*· mankind likes to And
F"",M bill of rations!
R"*· fruit and corn Id ear
A·*·*· glveth to the year.

No. 225.—Two Presidents.

are

Each inquirer is fully answered, but
Dr. Smead goes far beyond this; he believes that any information which one
intelligent farmer needs is also needed
by hundreds and thousands of others,
and he ofteu so broadens his answer as
to make it a complete essay on the subject discussed. A year or two ago Mr.
B. Walker McKeen, of Fryeburg, Me.,
said in a meeting of farmers that a valu-

WHEREAS, Ablal Goes, of Greenwood, In the
county of Oxford and state of Maine, by hie
mortgage deed dated the 19th day of February,
▲ D. 1W7, and recorded with Oxford Registry
of Deeds la book Î97, on page 313, conveyed to
me, the undersigned, certain lot* or parce'· of
real estate situated In the town at Bethel. In said
county of Oxford, and bounded and described
aa follow*, to wit :
Beginning at the southerly
corner of land of Charles A. Barker and George
Κ nlgbt on the easterly side of the county road
leading from East Bethel to Locke's Mille;
attacked with a disthence southerly on said road to land of Eben able horse had been
8. Kllborn; thence easterly on line of land of ease of which he had known nothing
Ransom
of
said Kllborn to land formerly
read of it in The
until he had
Cummlngs. thence on line of said Cnm- New-York Tribune
Farmer; what Dr.
mlngs, northerly, to land of Barker and Knight;
him enabled him to
thence westerly on Une of said Barker and Smead had
Knight land to point of beginning. Also another save his hone.
Another farmer arose
lot or parcel situated in said towi of Bethel on
had a similar
the westerly side of the above named road and and said he had
the above named parcel, viz. :
Begin- Five or six hundred dollars saved in one
opposite
C. C.
ning at the southerly corner of land of said town
one copy of the
Bark er and Knight on the westerly side of said
M. D., of North Troy, Yt., writes
road; thence southerly on said road to land of Waller,
23:
F. 11 Edward·; thence westerly on said to Dr. Smead, under date of
Ed wan 1»' land to land of David roster, thence "I desire to
to you
express my
northerly and easterly on line of land of said
The New-York Tribune Farmer,
Foster and land of said Barker and Knight to
you as the most
point commenced at. Said premises being the and to say that I
Ablal Goes farm so known except what has able,
safe
and
F.
L.
been sold to said Barker and Knight and
and to express
Edward·. Containing not less than one hun- writer of the preseut age,
that you may live to serve the
dred acre· about one-half of which Is wo*»I and ray
Umber land, and whereas the condition of said farmer and our dumb friends for many
mortgage has been broken, now therefore, bv
to come."
reason of the breach of the condition thereof "I years
The
claim a foreclosure of «aid mortgage.
price of the New-York
Norway, Maine, Aug. £*h, l#C.
Tribune Farmer is One Dollar a year,
EUGENE F. SMITH.

recently

taught

experience.

paper!

by

April
gratitude

through

regard
thoroughly
practical

cially fora long narrow dinner table, try
putting three comportes of varying size,

hope

STATE OF MAINE.

fii.OO.

A LOW PRICE

County of Oxford, ss.
Supreme Judicial Court, )
May Term, A. D. 1907. {

[seal ]

OCTAYIUS K. YATES
▼s.

Ami

—

EUGENE RICHARDSON.
suggestion to the Court that the

ON

Fliid the names of two presidents of
the I'nlted States designated by the
objects numbered lu the pictures.—
New England Homestead.
No. 22b.—Progressive Enigma.
If—1—will wait—2—3—make—I,
For—1—a fragrant cup I'll pour;
12 3 4-the finished word.
In place of "usefulness" Is heard.

—

now on

Defendant at the time of the service of
the Writ, was not an Inhabitant of this State,
and had no tenant, agent or Attorney within the
aame; that his good· or estate have been attach
ed In this action, and that be bas had no notice
of said suit and attachment, It 19 Ori>krki>,
That notice of the pendency of this suit be given
to the said Defendant, by publishing an attested
of
copv of thts order, together with an abstract
the PlalDtllTe Writ, three weeks successively tn
The Oxford Democrat, a newspaper putdlshed
at Paris, In said county, the first publication
being not le·· than thirty days before the next
term of said Court, to be bolden at Parts, In and
for said County, on the second Tuesday of <H:tober, A. D. 1907, that said Defendant may then
and there appear and answer to said eult, If he
shall see causeAttest-—CHARLES F. WUITMAN, Clerk.

principal

to

Bankrupt. )

Men's

To the Hon. Clarxnck Η alk. Judge of the Die
tiict Court of the United States for the District
of Maine :
S. WALKER, of Paris, In th<
County of Oxford, and State of Maine
la said District, respectfully represents thai
on the £21 day of June, la«t past, he wa:
ο
duly aitjodged bankrupt under the Actsliai
Congress renting to Bankruptcy; that be
and
right!
all
his
property
•luly surrendered
of property, and has fully compiled with all tb«
requirements of said Acts and of the orders οι
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays. That he may be decree·
bv the Court to have a fall discharge from al
debts provable against his estate under sal·
Bankruptcy Acts, except such debt· as an
excepted by law from such dischargeDated this 23nl day of Aug., A. D. 1907.
JAMES S. WALKER, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF

Russet Calf,

i

Easy

36-37

S4.00,3.50,

Frothingham,

in

leather worn by men.
9. Curtail and transpose a towu In
Arizona and hnve to sneer at.
10. Curtail and transpose a towu In
Massachusetts aud have a man's name.

JACKSON,

South Paris, Me.

For Sale.

a

How
How
How
How
How

and

How
How

H. W. TAPLEY,
South Paris, Me.

Ε. E. WITT,
R. F. D. 1, Norway.

How

How

How

How
How
How
How
How

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

call, thou sad

and find unsound.
aud transpose a town in
aud tiud a mournful sound.
and trauspose a city In
Massachusetts and have articles of

right good Berkshire Boar, just
right size. Service fee $1.00.

famil)
5 Horse power upright boiler
permanent place engine, in good condition.

girl

solem

Xew Jersey
7. Curtail
Xew Jersey
8. Curtail

A

A. K.

one

Ohio and find now.
4. Curtail aud transpose a city in Oregon and find au amphibious auimal.
5. Curtail and transpose a city In
Pennsylvania aud find anger.
0. Curtail and transpose a city of

For Service
the

awe

No. 230.—Geographical Transpositions.
1. Curtail ami transpose a city of
Georgia aud tiud Insensibility.
2. Curtail aud transpose a city lu
South Dakota and find more mellow.
3. Curtail and transpose a city lu

South Paris.

WANTED.
woman or

tree
We hear thy
pee-wee.

Full Line of Bare Foot
Sandals for Children.

W. 0.

by

No. 229.—Anagram Words.
Mid August days from some far sit dant

Also

witness the Hun. Clarence Hale, Judg*
of the said Court, and tne seal thereof, at Port
land, In said District, on the .'4th day of Aug.
A. D. 1907.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
ΓL. s.J
A true copy of petition and onler thereon.
E. HEW BY, Clerk.
JAMES
Attest

of three.

—

3.00,2.50,2.25,2.00.

NOTICE THEREOF.

and

in

You know tho poem,
us so.

which used to

re-

About a bird. The poet's name was
I remember, I remember, how I loved his
poems good.
And often read aloud at school the works

Patent Colt, Vici Kid,
Gun Metal, Valour and

District uf Maine, ss.
On this 24th day of Aug., A. D. 1907, on read
Ing the foregoing petltlou, it Is—
Onlered by the Court, That a hearing be ha'l
A. I>
upon the same on the 13th day of Sept.,
1VW7. before said Court at Portland, Id said Dis
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that no
tlce thereof be published In the Oxfonl Demo
an·
cm, a newspaper printed in said District,
that all known creditors, and other persons It
and
time
said
the
at
place
Interest, may appear
and show cause. If any they have, why tht
should not be granted
prayer of said petitioner
And tt Is further onlered by the Court, Thai
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred
ttore copies of said petition and this onler, ad
dressed to them at their places of residence at

Capable

Oxfords

-

—

JAMES

I'm sure that man is
A favorite line of his each one of us
peats.
Though not all know 'twas written

MAINE,

NORWAY,

Bankruptcy

In

No. 228.—Hidden Poets.
Fill each blank with the name of a
poet to rhyme with the first line:
If any poet his fame well earns,

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
J

close out odd patterns and clean

Chas. F. Ridlon,

account annexed for medical attendance and
interest on the account, amounting In all to
$31 ».
A true copy of order of Court, with abstract <>l
the Writ.
Attest:—CHARLES F. WHITMAN. Clerk.
Wright Λ Wheeler, Attys for Plff.
(seal. J

)

No. 227.—Diagonal.
All the words described contain th«·
name number of letters. When rightly
guessed aud written one below another, the diagonal (beginning at the
upper left haud letter aud ending with
the lower right band letter) will spell
the uame of a famous general.
1. A word used in denial. 2. A window. 3. A dealer iu precious stones.
4. IMipils. Ô. Being of small value. 0.
An antagonist. 7. One who operates.
8. One skilled lu music.

up stock.

(ABSTRACT OF PLAINTIFF'S WRIT )
Writ date· 1 Jan. 3, 1907. returnable to March
term, 1907, S. J. C. at Part·: ad damnum #ôo;

In the matter of
JAMES 8. WALKER,

Carpets

Wool

How

many
many
many
many
many
many
many
many
many
many
many
many
many
many
many

Many?

feowls to make * bowlder?
shoals to make a shoulder?
lambs to mako α lama?
drams to mako a drama?
bats to make a battle?
ruts to make a rattle?
folks to make a focus?
croaks to make a crocus?
quarts to make a quurter?
p^rts to make a porter?
fans to make a phantom?
bans to make bantam?
aches to make an acre?
fakes to make fakir?
wraps to make a rapture?

Why Not?
Teacher—Cau the leopard change his
Rpots? Now, Tommy, answer me!
Tommy—Yes, sir: he can.

Teacher—Nonsense! How can he?
Tommy—Well, sir, when he's tired
of sitting in one spot he can change to
another, can't he, sir?

as
newspaper for busy people, almost
and your Rural Free Delivery Carrie)
week.
brings it to your door three times every
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Key to the Puzzler.
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
No. 217.—Enigma: Pioneer.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
No. 218.—Triple Beheadings: 1. Wootime for a daily nuwspaper you may be kept in close touch den. 2. Dem and. 3.
Cra-yon. 4. Diswith all important news of the world at a very small-cost.
7.
0. Ger-man.
5. Fri-eud.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY may.
Det-our. 8. Sta red.
TRIBUNE is only #1.50 per year, butyou can secure it witli
No. 211).—Subtractions: Spout, spot.
Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper, Tne
No. 220.—Itiddlenieree: Sir Walter
Scott.
No. 221.—Novel Square: From 3 to 4,
Mark Twain; 1 to 2, Whlttler's; 0 to 7,
tralu; 0 to 4, twain; 9 to 0, token; 9 to
2. tiers; 9 to 8, tower; 9 to 5. tiger.
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat, Rim—From 1 to 7, whiten; 7 to 4, nap·
Maine.
South Paris,
kin; 4 to 0. nation; U to 2. noises; 2 to
Tour name and address on a postal card to THE NEW·
8, solder; 8 to 3, random; 3 to 5, mirror;
will
New-York
City,
TRIBUNE,
TRI-WEEKLY
YORK
5 to 1, review.
bring you a free sample copy.
No. 222.—Animal Γυζζΐβ: 1. Weasel.

GOOD

metropolitan
good aa a daily,
ia

AS
A
DAILY

a

Both Papers One Year (or $2.25.

NEWS-

PAPER.

2. 8wlne.
No. 223.—Hidden Trees: 1. Oak.
Maple. 3. Willow. 4. Pine.

The above illustration is from

a

photograph of the Plant

Industry Build-

What

contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will be good for you. Write for free sample
of Paroid and see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.

Happened.

The stout man on the back platform
declined to agree with the conductor,
The conductor thought he hadn't paid
his fare. The stout man was of the

Saod a i MBl «amp (or book of ip-wdate poultry sad (ana building plana.

PIANOS.

2.

The soothing spray of Ely's Liqnid
Cream Balm, used in an atomizer, is an
unspeakable relief to sufferers from Ca
tarrh. Some of them describe it as a
Godsend, and no wonder. The thick,
foal discharge is dislodged and the
patient breathes freely, perhaps for the
first time in weeks. Liquid Cream Balm
contains all the healing, purifying elements of the solid form, and it nevei
fails to cure. Sold by all druggists for
76 cents, including spraying tube, oi
mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street
New York.

ing, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. It is located in the
heart of the city and is covered with Paroid Roofing. The Government also
etc. It uses Paroid because it
uses Paroid for stables, barracks, warehouses,
finds nothing its equal.
Paioid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, warehouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,

S. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, fie.

j

contrary opinion.
Tbey exchanged harsh words

over the
matter.
"I gave you a nickel when 1 got
aboard," said the stout man.
"I haven't taken in a nickel on this
trip," said the conduotor.
The stout man grew very red. Hie
hair seemed to bristle.
"That's just enough of this,"
he
growled. "I don't want to have any
trouble with you. I had trouble with a
conductor once. Pd bate to tell you

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
happened."
high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low what
The conductor drew back a little and
Also
I
have
can be sold for the quality of the instrument.
as
made
no further attempt to collect the
they
money
Prices ■tout man's fare.
several medium grade pianos. A large stock always on hand.

are

all first class,

low,

terms easy.

the best

pianos

Send for

that

are on

catalogue

and

the market.

we

Bat when the stout man was about to
will try and interest you in
alight from the car at the Pennsylvania
crossing the conductor's cariosity was
too much for him.
"Say," he asked, "what happened

W. J*, wheeler db
Timing· Block,
Util 3

Co.,

all aboat It,

"Now yon can tell me
he setmy boy," eald the elderly man m
tled himself in bia big obair and lighted

a

cigar.

"Well, sir, there isn't a great deal to
tell you," said the young man, "except
that we want to get married some time
in September, and I know you won't try
to make me wait or anything like that."
"Of course not, of course not," said
the elderly man, kindly. "Why should
I? You're nearly'22 now and you certainly must know your own mina. I was a
little surprised when you wrote, that's
all, and I thought you might not mind
telling me something about the young
lady."
"Father, if you only know her!" said
the young

man.

say at once—"

"I know you

would

"Yes, yes," said the elderly man.
"That's exactly what I would say, I'm
I infer from what you wrote that
sure.
ehe is not bad looking."
"Sbe is
The young man laughed.
absolutely the most beautiful girl you
"I
ever saw in your life," he said.
couldn't begin to give you an idea of
how beautiful she Is."
"Then den't try," said hie father.
"She'e not deformed in any way?"
"She's—0, you wait till you see her!"
"Not too tall?"
"Exactly the right hight for a woman,
and—"

the main thing, of
I know you have considered
course.
that calmly and judicially."
"Certainly, sir."
•'Is she amiable?"
"Father, she has the loveliest, sweetest nature In the world. Honest, J never
knew anything like it. She is—"
"Not namby-pamby, I hope," said the
"lier

disposition is

elderly gentleman.
"Anything but that, sir."

Îonsclons of bis

I Sylvia's
j
Fortune, j
1
•
*

·

—

•
•

By GERARD HOPKINS.

Copyright, 1807, by Jessie Morgan.
Iii

ous

α

well

library

I

·
·

appointed but not luxuritwo men stood staring at

The younger, white faced
and startled, leaned with one hand on
table. The other, older
a

each other.

mahogany
and more calm, smiled with conscious
pride and triumph.

"Orvllle Weston!" gasped the young"You here?"
"You seem scarcely pleased to see

er man.

Marsden,". replied the visitor
me,
coolly, as he took a chair. "I Justarrived. Of course you understand."

What do you want?"
have Just learned of your regood fortune. It is not

"N-no.
"I

markably

every fellow who escapes state's prison to be made custodian of a young

girl's wealth."

She Is in the house. You
know I was innocent of that crime."
"Of
"Innocent?" sneered Weston.
until
course, every follow Is Innocent
he is proved guilty. The crime was
"Hush!

committed."
Young Marsden almost reeled. Ho
glanced nervously toward the library
door. It was ncaring midnight.
"She is
"I know," said Weston.

"Is ebe very clever?"
"The cleverest girl you ever saw. with your uncle and aunt at the theaone large and two small ones, in a row; She's from
Smith, and there isn't any- ter. But l>efore they reach home we'll
fill these with grapes of contrasting
thing she doesn't know. How she ever
Marsden."
colors, and festoon email grape leaves thought of taking me, I don't know, I have a talk. I'm broke,

regular

but we will send it with The Oxford
Democrat, both papers one year for

topics of

It is difficult to discriminate among
the many delicious autumn fruits and
say that this or that is the best of all,
and yet if we could have,but two we
would probably settle upon grapes and
peaches as those we could not dispense
with. They have the look and flavor of
Eden still; they are "pleasant to the eye
and good for food."
And yet we are far from seeing to
what infinite variety of uses these fruits
Take grapes, and see how
can be put.
decorative they can be when arranged
with some attention to their beauty of
coloring and their contrasting shades.
The large green California grapes with
their pale silvery foliage are themselves
enough to make artists of us all. A tall
glass dish of these, drooping over the
edgee here and there, and a large circle
of leaves and grapes around the base,
form a centerpiece flt for any dinner
table.
Or the dark red Tokay grapes; put
them in a Bohemian glass dish of their
own color, such a dish as we once used
for a card receiver, possibly, and mix
them with dark red asters or small
chrysanthemums and the winey grape
leaves just touched by frost, and yon
will have something so rich in color as
to amaze you with its beauty.
Or take our own home-grown Concord
and Niagara grapes and mix the purple
and green clusters in a rough basket,
brown or dull green, and fasten little
bunches of them to the handle with tiny
leaves, and see how pretty the effect can
be. For something more delicate, espe-

scarce.

IfOTICK OF F«B£CL081K£.

on

A Dream of a Sweetheart.

when yon had that trouble with the
other oondactor?"
The stout man looked back.
"I was In the hospital six weeks," he

mildly answered.—Plain Dealer.

and tendrils from one to the other.
A punch-bowl surrounded with white
and dark grapes in alternate bunches
is lovely, and grape leaves can easily be
fastened to the edge of the bowl by
bending bits of wire in the shape of a letter U and pressing these down over the
stem.
As to the uses of grapes for a meal,
these are as various as their decorative
uses.
One delicious thing is a salad
made with them.
WHITE

QBAPE SALAD.

Wash and wipe dry large white California grapes; with a sharp penknife
open a place on one side and press out
the seeds; slip in in their stead a small
half of a pecan nut and press the edge
partly together. When enough grapes
are prepared lay them on individual cupshaped lettuce leaves aud arrange these
on a glass platter; just before serving

swear."
"We're all liable to little errors of
judgment," said the father. "I wouldn't
bold it up against her. Still, I don't like
the idea of a bluestocking."
"0, sho's not that," said the young
"Don't think that."
man.
"Accomplished at all?"
should
"I
say sbe was! She's got most
heard
of the professionals I've ever
whipped to a rich creamy foam in playing the piano and singing, and I wish
you could see some of the really excellent pictures she's painted."
"I know, but what a man wants of a
wife is domestic accomplishment," said
his father.
"That's where she shines," said the
young man. ''She can cook any old
thing and she's the greatest manager
there ever was. She just rune that house
of theirs. Her mother's a good deal of

and for that reapour over some French dressing, made an invalid, you know,
with three tablespoonfuls of oil, two son leaves everything to her."
"Not extravagant?"
tableepoonfuls of lemon juice, and a lit"As economical as you please. I tell
tle salt, well mixed. Serve very cold.
isn't
you I got lectured sometimes. She
GBAPE TARTS.
stingy, either. Mighty level head."
father.
his
Seed the white California grapes as
"Dresses well, I hope?" said
before and put six or eight each in little "Not dowdy?"
in
shells made of rich pie crust baked
"Dowdy!" exclaimed the young man.
muftiu tins; boil half a cup of sugar with "she's a dream!"
a tablespoonful of water till it threads,
"Johnny, my boy," said the elderly
and when partly cool pour a little over man, with a sigh, "I'm afraid that's
From your description I
the grapes till they are coated; as this what she is.
cools, the grapes will be found glaced. should say that she's too good to be
Serve the shells on individual plates. true."—Chicago Record-Herald.
No Room for Question.
The mere driving of the old stage
from Hawley's Notch to Cedarville was
a light matter to Hiram Locke; it was
the questions and contentions of his passengers which caused hiin moments of
anxiety, and made him draw long breathe
of relief when the trip was safely over.
"When was that house built?" demanded a brisk young woman who had
secured the seat beside him one day.
"I mean that small yellow one over
there."
"I reckon about seventeen hundred
and ninety-one or two or three," said
GBAPE SUEBBET.
Hiram cautiously. "It—"
Put two cups of bottled grape juice
"0, no," said the young woman
on the fire with a small cup of sugar;
been;
"It couldn't have
let this simmer while you dissolve a promptly.
that style of roof never was built on till
a
cold
in
little
of
gelatine
teaspoonful
long after that. I thought you might
water; add the juice and grated rind of know."
two oranges and the juice of one lemon
"Yes'm," said Mr. Locke, meekly, "or
to the grape juice, and pour all over the
rather, no'm, as you say."
gelatine; etrain and cool. Beat stiff the
"Those are magnificent oaks," said
whites of four eggs, fold these in and
the young woman a few moments later.
freeze. Serve in glasses, with a few
"I suppose you have no idea how old
small grape leaves and tendrils on the
they are?"
plate under each glass.
"Yes, ma'am, I have," and Mr. Locke
Ο RAPE JUICE PUNCH.
turned a calm gaze upon her. "They
Make a pint of strong lemonade, are 507 years old."
"Dear me!" and his passenger looked
sweetening with boiled sugar-and-water
syrup. When cold add a quart of bot- at him in undisguised amazement. "How
tled grape juice and pour over a block do you know so accurately?"
of ice in a bowl; add bits of sliced
"Because there was a young woman of
about your heft and general get-up rode
orange, lemon and pineapple.
beside me seven years ago," said Mr.
GBAPE JUICE FOB PUNCH AND SHEBBET.
Locke, "and she was just chock-full of
Select fine Concord grapes, not too knowledge.
And after she'd set me
in
a
deep right on a number o' p'ints, we come
ripe; stem them and simmer
of
water
a
in
email
kettle, putting
cup
along to tbeee trees, and she mentioned,
at first to prevent burning. When they without any ifs, ands or buts, that she
bubble take them off and put them into knew
by the signs they were 500 years
a cheese cloth bag and hang them up all old.
That's seven years ago, and I'm
night, with a clean kettle below to catch capable of adding a simple sum like that
the juice. In the morning warm the even if I haveu't much book knowledge.
juice, strain through flannel, and put on "She was from Massachusetts, so I
the fire again; sweeten to taste, slowly reckon there ain't much use trying to go
bring to a boil, stirring and skimming back o' what she stated. And now if
till the juice is perfectly clear. Then
you'll excuse me, I've got to tend strictput while hot into hot bottles, which ly to bueineee going down this hill."—
have been sterilized by baking half an Youth's
Companion.
hour in the oven, and put in perfectly
clean new corks; dip the tope of the botDon't Touch the Baby—Don't! Don't!
tles into hot sealing wax.
Like grapes, peaches are to be used in
Eugene Wood's article on The New
many different ways. They, too, have Baby in the September American Magaimmense decorative value, used alone zine will "stir up the animals." It is
with their leaves or Inixed with other an appeal for the old and a criticism of
fruit; and they can be made into deli- the new. Following is one of Mr.
cious desserts of all sorte.
Wood's onslaughts:
"Most of the new learning consists of
i'KAl'U tUUrUlb.
As: 'Don't kiss the baby.' My
Put into a saucepan three cups of 'Don't.'
land ! What's a baby for if not to kiss
sugar and two of water, and boil bard
mommick over? What becomes of
five minutes.' Have ready some ripe but and
if this foul heresy infects
firm peaches cut into very even pieces, the politicians
'Don't rock the baby.' Half
not too small, tbey must be cut from our land?
the poetry in the language turns up its
one end of the peach to tbe opposite end,
dies when that blow strikes
around the stone in the usual way, only toes and
home. And will a certain hand we wot
these
all
size.
and
the
same
Drop
large
rule the world if it stops rocking the
into the hot syrup, a few at a time, and of
in
cradle? Ruin stares the comic
slowly cook them, but take them out be- the face if that commandment ispaper
obeyed
fore tbey begin to lose shape, using a
which forbide the man of the house to
skimmer.
Arrange them in overlap- walk the floor with the
baby in the stilly
ping rows on a round fiat dish, piling watches of the
night.
them as you do so; when all are out,
"
he's
but
'Yes,
crying,' we explain
boil the eyrup till it makes a thread, and
who have taught from our youth that
cool; then pour it over tbe peaches a lit- we've
get to drop everything and run
tle at a time; they will become stiff and
instant the baby sets up a yoop.
glaced; serve with whipped cream. A the
shudders when we are
few of the peach kernels cooked in tbe The social fabric
informed that it does the baby good to
syrup add to the flavor of this dish.
have a loud, long cry from time to time;
PEACH TABTS.
It strengthens his longs and vocal organs,
Prepare some smaller pieces of peaches tones up the heart, stimulates the perin this same way, and put them into ipheral circulation, and so forth and so
shells of puff paste; (tool the syrup and on, with much more of the same sort.
"
'But maybe a pin is pricking the poor
pour over them.
GIIAPE3.

JELLIED

Seed the white grapes as before. Soak
half a box of gelatine in half a cup of
cold water for an hour; put two cups of
boiling water into a saucepan on the lire
with a cup of sugar and three elices of
leinon, and stir till the sugar has dissolved; pour while hot over the gelatine
and stir till smooth. Cool, add the juice
of a lemon, strain through llannel, and
let it stand until nearly cold. Fill a
mould with the grapes—a circle mould
When
is best—and pour in the jelly,
firm surround with whipped cream

PEACH

angel.'

PIE.

"Cold and prim the scientific

deep

answer:

round pie tin with rich
'There are no pins on the New Baby.'
pie crust, and leave a high, tluted edge
"I rebel. I won't stand for it. 'Don't
all around; prepare the peaches as
play with the baby.' Why wbat'a the
above, but use halves only, all cut evenly. use of having one if you can't fuss with it
Put these Into the crust in regular cirby the'hour, dressing it up in fifty differcles, and in each one put a blanched ent long-tailed ilumma diddles, each
till
the
thick
over
almond; pour
syrup
to
hanny-pannies
poke the little
the peaches are just covered and bake
use of having a
What's
five minutes. Or make the thick syrup, through?
baby if you can't wake it up at ten
put the peaches into tho baked crust o'clock at night to show it to the comwithout cooking them, and bake till soft.
pany? And what'll they think if they
Serve cold, but fresh with plain cream.
can't tickle it with
'Kitchy-kitchyPEACHES AND ICE CREAM.
kitchy?'—if they can't shove their fool!'
Take some fine brand led peaches and ish faces up against it and cry 'Aboo
it can hear
drain them well; make a pint or more and put watches to its ear so
of rich vanilla ice cream; roll each peach the little men inside a making nails, and
in chopped almonds until it is complete- joggle it on" their knees with 'Trit-trot
ly covered; have some rounds of sponge to Boston'?
cake ready, and spread each one with
Overdone.
a thick layer of the ice cream, and put
the peach on this.
Clancy had been on the job one day,
when became to the boss and asked:
PEACHES IN AMBUSH.
use another man? My brother
Peaches are new served with preserves; "Can you
is out of work."
a fresh peach is cut into halves and a
"Is he a good man?" asked the boss.
spoonful of rich strawberry or red raspbit aa good as I am," replied
berry preserve or jam is put in the mid- "Every
dle and the two are pressrd together Clancy.
"Then bring him around," said the
again, laid on sponge cake, with whip- boss.
ped cream.—Harper's Bazar.
The next day Clancy reported with his
brother. On the same evening be went
A very pleasant and very faint
can be given handkerchiefs and gloves to the boss and again aaked: "Can yon
by sachets made of sandalwood shavings. nee another man? My father is out of
With a sharp knife cut tbe little sticks work"
"la he a good man?" aaked the boss.
of sandalwood into thio, curly shavings
"He ia aa good aa me and my brother
and fill bags made of very thin silk or
▼ery fine mull. There is a spiclness put together," replied Clancy.
"Then bring him round and yon and
about the (ragranoe of sandalwood that
renders it agreeable even to those who your brother atay at home."
ordinarily object to perfumes.
Tom—It was a case of love at flrat
To remove paint from white fabrics
with me.
aight
apply lard liberally to the stain. Let it
Jack—Then why didn't yon marry
remain for two days. The paint will her?
then be bo softened that a good wMhiog
on several
I aaw her
Line a

^he

perfume

with whit· soep will

remove

Tom—Oh,

every trace. occasions.

again

"So am I."
"I know you are. A fellow Just admitted to the bar can't be expected to
have made α pile. But you've got Sylvia Ford's fortune in your keeping."
Marsden, who was not the hardened
vismau of the world his unwelcome
itor was. turned still whiter and
apprehensively toward a small

glanced

safe.
Weston laughed.
"You give yourself away so plainly.
So It Is there, is It? What is it? Cash?
Bonds?
Something negotiable? Sit
down. I want to talk to you."
Feeling himself weak and powerless
In the hands of this man he hated and
feared, Marsden sank Into n chair.
"Remember old Whittaker?" asked
Weston In a soft, reminiscent voice as

he eyed his companion with the gaze
"What a fad there
of α hypnotist.
was that summer at the lake for the
signatures of celebrities! And Whittaker had Just brought out a book.
He was all the rage there then, and

womyou had the fever as well as the
You had an autograph book, a
singularly convenient one. Remember
Whittaker put his signature on a page
—perilously near the bottom—rememen.

ber?"

Mareden's breath

was

coming fnst

and painfully.
"And remember a month after that
a draft for $4,000 was cashed, signed
by Whittaker, and, although lie swore
he never gave it, his name was at-

tached, and he had to admit the signa-

ture?"
"I—the liook was stolen," whispered
Marsden. "You know who took it."
"Oh, 110; I knew nothing about it.
But the book, with the missing page
torn out, could easily have been identiiied as your own. You know that."

"It was never found."
"Oh. yes; it was found. It is in existence today. And the detectives are
1
not through with the case yet.
know where the book is, Marsden."
"Rut I am innocent. I did not use

the page."
You
"But who would believe you?
You asked Whitowned the book.
taker to sign his name. You said you
wanted him on α page all by himself.
He neglected to add η verse. lie left
the page blnnk except for his name.
You had money
You needed money.
after the draft to bearer was cashed.

Remember?"
"My uncle gave

that."
"Who would believe It? Don't you
know, Fred Marsden, that the production of that book now, the fitting of
me

the page where It was torn out, your
name on the cover, would be evidence
difficult to refute?"

"Sly wou. yea:
"And you, Just starting out on your
cnreer, in love with the most beautiful
girl in your Bet. with the world before
you. would probably be sent to prison
—would surely be sent to prison. Do

you thluk of that?"
"You dare not! You cannot!"
"I dare, cu.i n»1 will if you do not
obey me. Listen. I know that you
are cotrustee with your uncle of Sylvia Ford's fortune, and I know from
your wild look towurd the safe that
I want money. I
some of it is there.

have money one way or another.
have the Investing of the money
can give me what you have here.
You
will uever be suspected.
rise, marry Sylvia and In time
You will not be
can make it good.
harmed—nobdy will l>e harmed. On
the other hand, prison for your $4,000
will
You
and
You
will

of Whittaker's good cash, disgrace
and the loss of Sylvia."
A wild look came into Marsden's
face. He was young. He had had no
warning of the arrival of this man he
suspected of having stolen his autograph book, a fad of college days. It
was almost enough to condemn him
He drew
to be seen with Weston.
vivid pictures of hie uncle's suspicion
And he knew that what Weston said
wrfe true. He did have $5,000 of Sylvia Ford's money in the safe. Ile had
Intended to Invest it safely for her the
next day. He loved her. The thought
of having her suspect him of using
him.
maddened
name
Whittaker's
She was so pure, so lofty in sentiment,
that he feared, even though the guilt
could not legally be fastened on him.

the doubt would turn her from him.
And there was the cool master of the
situation, with his cold, pitiless eyes
beut on the young trustee, weakening
his iH>wcr of resistance every moment
"You know it is safe," said Weston
In his soothing voice. "You have the
power. You are merely borrowing the
money. You will earn enough to pay
interest on It, and it will be easy
to avoid showing any securities. They
are elsewhere If your uncle wants
thcin—till you make enough to pay the
money back. You see, I would not rob
an orphan. Marsden.
Oh, no. I am
only askiug the money of you for old
time's sake, and you can pay it back
to Sylvia. You will be happy, Mareden, with Sylvia's love, and I shall always be shut out of the sunlight of
congenial companionship. Think of
the difference, Marsden, between happiness with Sylvia and—the cold un-

feeling bars of

prison."

a

cell in

Slog Sing

coolly.

Thoughts that burned like molten
lava rushed through Marsden's brain.
He was no longer master of himself.

Innocence,

ing

when he drew the money.
the
He reached out his hand to take
saw beside
money. He started as be
It a small revolver. He picked it up

Sa V 6 Much
Sickness
Brunswick, Me., Aug.

MI think there is

ai,

medicine
I

no

Gasoline

1906.

10 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitters.

equal
keep

them in the house all the time, and
they save me a great many headaches.
I would not be without them."
Yours truly,
Mrs. Lizzie S. Dyer.

υ,

Cylinder

Oil.

Manure Spreaders,
Disk Harrows,

with the money.
"That's right," said Weston, with a
"Use that after I am
cold laugh.
Halse
gone. You can't use it before.
Everyone who values good health
It and I will blow your brains out!"
should at the first sign of sickness take
the
With his right hand still holding
a dose of "L. F." Atwood's Bitters.
revolver close to Marsden's head, he They quickly adjust the trouble and set
the
to the
reached with his left und took
you right. They restore vigor
tired and overworked organs and build
package of bills.
35c.
"This will get me west nicely, and up general health. At the store,
you will never hear from me again,"
PROBATE NOTICES.
he said. "Shut the safe."
To all persons Interested tn either of the estate»
With a groan Marsden did so.
hereinafter named :
In
"Sit down in that chair with your
At a Probate Court, held at Kumfonl,
SOUTH PARIS.
and for the County of Oxford, on the third
back to the door."
one
Lord
of
our
of August, In the year
Tuesday
Mechanically Marsden obeyed.
thousand nine hundred and seven. The followthe actloc
"Don't move till I am out of the ing matter bavlng been presented for
hereinafter Indicated, It 1· hereby
bouse. If you do, I'll shoot I'm too thereupon
Ordered :
lu
That notice thereof be given to all persons
rich now to give up, even if I kill
to 1*
te rested by causing a copy of this order
Ox
the
In
you."
published three weeks successively
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.
at Soutl
With another groan Marsden sank ford Democrat, a newspaper published
at
Paris, In said County, that they may appear
toward
started
Weston
the
Into the chair.
Probate Court to f»e held at Paris, 9on the ;
of
the door—theu stopped. He had heard third Tuesday of Sept., A. D. 1907, atthereon 11 I
clock In the forenoon, and be heard
a noise that Marsden in bis agouy hail
cause.
see
they
not heard. The outer door had opened.
WILSON STILLMAN, law· of Peru,deceased;
James
final account presented for allowance by
People were coming In.
"There's a light," said a silvery voice. S. Wright, administrator.
Mass.;
ROBERT W. GRAY, late of Boston,
"Fred must l>e waiting for us."
for order to distribute balance remain
Weston was perplexed. He glanced petition
In her hands presented by Emma C. Gray,
MAINE.
log
a
was
large
administratrix.
around. In the library
that
de
behind
of
Norway,
screen. Noiselessly he slid
SARAFl D. HAWKINS, late
account présenté·I for allowance
Marsden dkl not know. The realiza- ceased; second et
als, trustees.
Ε. K. Smith
by
come
tion of what be bad done bad
EUGENE ASA L. ROBINSON or Paris; (Irst
him
K. L.
upou Marsden now and deprived
account presented for allowance by
and CURE THE LUNGS
of reason. How could he prove that Sturtevant, guardian.
he had been threatened with a reALBION E. BRA DBURY, late of Canton, de
for license to srll ami convey
wi™
volver? How could he provo that be ceased; petition
real estate presented by Byrcn C. Walte, adhad uot taken the money himself? ministrator with the η 111 annexed.
Who would believe that Weston bad
ADELAIDE K. ELLIOTT, late of Rum ford,
thereof
walked in and then out again with deceased: will anil petition for probate
presented by Caroline W. Blanchard, the exicu
15,000?
trlx therein named.
ONSliMPTION
Price
He was beside
His brain whirled.
ADDISON E. HERBICK, Judge of said Court
OUGHS and
50c 151.00
A true ropy—attest :
himself.
OLDS
Froc Trill.
ALBERT D. PARR. Register
A beautiful girl lu an opera cloak,
with a smile on her lips, tiptoed to the
and
Uuitiient
Surest
Cure f ,c all
NOTICE.
he
THROAT and LUNG TROUBlibrary door to surprise the lover in
The subscriber hereby gives notice that
administrator of the
LES, or MONEY BACK.
whom she had so much confidence. has ileen duly appointed
estate of
She stood horror stricken ou the thresh
SILAS B. DURGIN, late of Hiram,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
old.
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
Marsden sat with his head turned demands against the estate of said deceased arc For Sale in South
for settlement, and
same
the
on
desired to present
away, with his right elbow resting
The house and lan<i belon^inj; to the
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
the table. Ills bund raised, and her own ment Immediately.
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah V Uewett,
EDWIN W. BURGESS.
Aug. 20th, 1907.
revolver pointed at his head.
iias
situated in the center of the ν
She dared not startle him. She saw
!.r
ms
two apartments of seven anil
NOTICE.
waû
There
Λ
Mil is in
that he was meditating.
he with sheds, large attic.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that
!s
The
condition.
lt m
are
but a second to spare.
has been duly appointed administrator of the excellent
extensive, containing aililit: ■. i. h ue
With the tlight of a bird she sprang estate of
JACOB McKEEN, late of Paris,
lots.
to his side.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
W. T. IIKWKTT.
having
"Fred!" she cried and knocked down bonds as the law directs. All persons
JAMES S. SVKIGHT, Agent, S. i'aii».
demands against the estate of said deceased are
and
the hand that hold the weapon.
desired to present the same for seulement,
It exploded. There was a cry from all Indebted thereto arc requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
and
them
toward
fell
Steam
behind the screen. It
WALTER L. GRAY.
Aug. iOth, 1907.
aud the body of Weston, still with hl>
For Sale Clioni».
NOTICE.
own revolver In his hand, but with n
The subscrilier hereby gives notice that he has
bullet from Sylvia's pistol in his heart
Second hand, six horse power
been
appointed' administrator of the
plunged across the screen to the floor. estate duly
of
and eight horse powrt : oiler.
engine
DAVID CIIA MBERLAIN, late of Hartford,
"My God!" said Marsden, and then
at A. C.
lines'
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given Call and see them
he lost consciousness.
bonds as the law directs. All iiersons having Machine
South Pars. Me.
Shop,
the
art
deceased
found
said
was
of
the
estate
demands against
In Weston's pocket
desired to present the same for settlement, and
album from which Whittakefe name all Indebted
thereto are requested to make pay60 YEARS'
had beeii torn. Marsdeu's explanation» ment Immediate^.
EXPERIENCE
TEN BROECK W. STETSON.
were clear aud convincing.
Aug. 20th, 1W7.
A mouth later he and Sylvia were
she
when
shudders
she
but
married,
NOTICE.

Sulky Plows,

A. W. WALKER &

SON,

HILLS,

inOxfor

NORWAY,

KILLthe cough

Dr. King's

New ïïmmw

c

»

Paris.

Engine

recalls that night aud thinks what an
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
duly appointed executor of the last
other montent of delay lu reaching has lieentestament
of
will and
home would have cost her.
EM/A 1). PEN LEY, late of Rum ford,
In the County of Oxford, duceascd. All persons
having demands against the estate of said de
ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested te
make payment Immediately.
A Ruie Which Roused Lord Dudley
HENRY DAVIS.
Aug. 20th. 1907.
and Formed a Friendship.

THINKING ALOUD.

One of tin? earls of Dudley, who was
addicted to the practice of thinking
kloud, found himself in a very awkward predicament on a certain occasion. Ho was to speud the evening at
the house of a friend and ordered his
carriage early, as lie had a long drive
back to his own home.
When the hour arrived the carriage
not forthcoming.
watt
Seeing that
Lord Dudley was considerably annoyfd by the delay, one of the guests,
whose way homeward lay past his
lordship's house, politely offered him a
seat iu his carriage. The gentleman
was almost a stranger to Lord Dud-

ley, but the offer

was

accepted.

The drive did not prove a very sociable one. Lord Dudley took his seat
and immediately relapsed into silence,
his thoughts apparently engrossed by
some unpleasant subject. Presently he
began to speak In a low but distinctly
audible tone of voice, and his companion, to his astonishment, heard him

NOTICE.
The subscril»ere hereby give notice that they
have been duly appointed executors of the lai-t
will and t&tament of
MARY P. WENTWORTH, late of Brownfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All person» having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased arc
desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto arc requested to make

payment immediately.

ARTHUR MERRILL.
WILLIAM H. WENT WORTH.
1907.
20th,
Aug.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of
ARTEL J. RUSSELL, late of Sumner,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make

pavment Immediately.
GRACE M. RUSSELL.
Aug. 20th, 1907.

£*HeIp the Horse

\/J

No article U more useful
nbout tlic stable thnn Mica
l'Ut a little on
Axle Crease.
the epindks before you "hook
up"—It will help the horse, ami
bring the load home quicker.

say:
"I'm very sorry I accepted his offer.
I don't know the man. It was civil
certainly, but the worst Is I suppose
I must ask him to dinner."
Silence followed this bit of nudlblc
thinking. His lordship was unaware
that he had betrayed his thoughts and
was probably still meditating upon
the same unpleasant subject when the
voice of his companion broke the still-

H· 8tretches Animal Skins Over Plaster of Paris Forms.

Recently
prominent taxidermist of
St. Louis was taking a party of visitors through his establishment. He had
Rome very rare specimens of big game,
fish, both of the sea and river, besides
α large collection of birds of every
clime about the walls.
"Is that stuited, too?" asked α lady.
Indicating the lifelike form of η small
pet dog which sat motionless upon the
hearth.
The taxidermist frowned and returned very Indisuuutly:
"Madam, we do no stuffing here. We
stretch our hides over plaster of parls
forms. The day of stulflng is past, and
no up to date establishment does It."
The
party was taken upstairs,
through the rooms where the real taxidermy Is done. They had expected to
see W«les l*>l:ig crammed full of sawdust. shavings and perhaps hair. No
sucli thing was seen, however, and in
place of this were men and boys moldIn*; out the forms of deer, antelope,
Osh ami other kinds of animals In the
smooth white plaster. This Is done
very much In the same way as the
terra eotta cornices are molded to
grace the corners of buildings. The
hides after going through the cleaning

Register!

State Year Book
—

AND

—

Business Directory of Maine.
No. 38. Just Issued.

5ent

Postpaid

for $2.00.

Grenville M. Donham,
Fubllelior,
390 Congress St., opp. City Building,

Portland,

Maine.

"Even specimens of flsh are treated
this manner," resumed the taxidermist, "and you may easily see how a
skin would retain Its shape a great
deal longer over the hard, smooth surface of the plaster than if a softer material were crammed into it, which If
Improperly done will bulge and last but ι

Like a man in a dream he rose from
his chair, moved by the powerful will
of the other, and crossed to the safe.
Instinctively Weston turned the lights
low.
Marsden moved like a man
a short
walking in his sleep. Dimly tie waa
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Scientific American.
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Builders' Finish!
8 uf MJ

I will furnlah DOORS and WIND
or Style at reasonable prtf

I Size

Also Window & Door Frames.
It In want of any klml of Kin!-!
Outside work, ncn>l In your ορΙ<·γ«
ber ami Shliiiflce on hand Cheap for

Planing, Sawing

I-

!·"®

and Job Work.
κι*.

Matche<l ICsrl Woo<I K'.nor 15·/

W.

CHAMHJK,
Maine.

FOR SALE.
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THE

...

Norway National Bank

issues checks

payable

all parts of
the world in the currenin

nearly

cy of the country

on

which drawn.

FOK SALE.

Ί «·.m lition,
One Concord wagon in
I
ra»·
ono two-horse McCormiuk m >wing

ed

a Champion bone-rake,
driving harness, h lever ! butter*
r furworker, and a Blanchard churn.
ther particulars inquire of
A. J. PKVf.KV.

I chine,
hand

June 17, 1007.

South Paris. Maine.
25 tf

"REMEMBER!

Morris Klain,

Me.

Norway.

rul''
Can alTonl to an<l will pay nior<> Γ
Hi ii *' * W
i>er», an<l mclal than any «transi
your houi>e.
f. r Iron 'le'KHe pav* from #5 to #9 per ton
ero«l to him here.

2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
lie buys foMci newspapers.
located in the village of West Paris.
He Is paying fnrmlxeil ηικ*. I
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room, Rublers acconllni? to market.
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land, price for bran Hacks.
with apple and pear trees.
The buildings are situated high from the street,
with broad piazza shaded with vines,
commanding a flno view. A spring of
These buildpure water on premises.
ings are well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and furnishings
with the
house. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or

·'■
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I'.i;·

I1"''
,r'

Picture Frames

and Pictures,

address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
Maine.

HAVE YOU TRIED CUR-X-ZEMA?

It quickly ami permanently cure· Eczema.
Itching I'lles, Burn*, Cut', Sunburn, and all
■kin diseases, after all other remedies fall. At
druggists, 50c. Sample by mall, 10c. Cur-XZema Co Watervller, Ν. T.
S4 S7

stretched tightly over the
plaster form, which indeed Is more
TOWIf WOTICE.
lasting than the old fashioned manner
If you bave a bill against the town, either highof stuffing them.
way or poor account, tho Sclectmcn nek you to
In

>

'·

»'

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. ! irrt M Cir-It
culation of an τ srlontlflr Journal.
-·«.
year : four montbs, IL. SoMbyallr
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Ml COMPANY

"Perhaps he'll think I did it to make
his acquaintance. Why, I would hare

ileicri
fto- «

probably patent*h>
tlotHHtricllyronl1ilPiitl.il. HANDBOOK
Invention

GREASE
•TMOMfl

Designs
Copyrights Ac.

a «kctoti and
our opinion

I Wcet Sumner,

said:

THE TAXIDERMIST.

qulrkly ascertain

Îiowdered

afflictApparently this stranger
ed with the same malady from which
his lordship suffered, for ho exactly
Imitated Lord Dudley's tone as he
was

done the same to any farmer on hi -<
estate. I hope lie won't ask me to dinner, for I shan't accept his Invitation."
Lord Dudley's abstraction was all
gone. He listened to the other's word".
Immediately comprehending the joke
against himself, ami frankly offered
his hand to his companion, making
many Hpologies for his Involuntary
rudeness.
The stranger proved magnanimous,
and from that ulght the two became
fast friends.

....

Anyone sending

aW/—better than any
other prc.ise. Coats the axle
with a hartl, smooth surface of
mica which reduces
riction.
Ask the dealer for
Mica Axle Crease.
u fan

Boiler

Patents

F.

MICA AXLE

ness.

"Man! Devil!"
"Hush! They may come any minute,
and I must leave New York tonight
Quick! No one will ever know I Do
It now!"
Marsden suddenly awoke to the fact
process
that he was looking into the barrel

of a revolver leveled at his head.
"Take your choice," said Weston

lifelong

but the words of Weston were ringing In bis ears. And be loved Sylvia
as few men ever love.
He opened the safe. There lay «
bad drawn
pile of bank notes, notes he
He
from the bank that afternoon.
knew.
vaguely wondered how Weston
seeThere was a dim recollection of
bank
a man like Weston In the

£

resent your account at once to the Select man
your section of the town.
SELECTMEN OF PARIS.
Sonth Paris, July 1, >907.
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PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cbuue* and beantifU· the hair.
PrunintM · luxuriant (ruvth.
Never rails to Β eat or· Ο ray

Mats, Mirrors

&

Mouldings si.

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed,

L. M. TUFTS,
Nichols St.,

SOUTH

PARIS'

